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Abstract
Finite element techniques were used to analyze the dynamic characteristics of hollow tapered
isotropic and composite shafts. Mathematical models of hollow tapered isotropic and composite
shafts were developed, which were then discretized using Galerkin's Method to produce standard
vibration equations. The solutions to the standard vibration equations were coded into two com
puter programs, which can be used to calculate the torsional dynamic characteristics of an isotropic
rotor system, and the coupled axial-torsional dynamic characteristics of a composite shaft. Several
examples using each computer program are presented, illustrating their ability to predict natural
frequencies and mode shapes of torsional systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Tapered or conical shaft sections are design features often incorporated into the rotors of a variety
of turbomachinery. It is important to be able to accurately predict the dynamic characteristics of a
rotating system so that proper care can be taken to avoid resonance. Operating a rotor at resonance
can lead to reduced life of components and, occasionally, catastrophic failure of the turbo machine.
Several methods exist for calculating the torsional natural frequencies of rotating systems which are
primarily based on a lumped parameter approach. While these methods produce acceptable results,
they often require approximations for simplification purposes to discretize the rotor system. An
alterative, and perhaps better approach, is to use a continuously distributed model that comprises a
more implicit representation of the rotor's geometry. A finite element model is ideally suited for this
since it can be used to accurately model complex geometries, such as hollow tapered shaft sections.
Furthermore, composite materials are becoming increasingly utilized in modern turbomachinery due
to their many advantages such as specific strength and stiffness, corrosion resistance, and lightweight
property, to name a few. Consequently, an improved method of accurately predicting the axial and
torsional natural frequencies of hollow tapered shafts made of this anisotropic material is essential.
Contained herein are dynamics formulations for predicting the natural frequencies and mode
shapes of a hollow tapered shaft made of both isotropic and composite material. A method for
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predicting the torsional vibration of an isotropic hollow tapered shaft is presented first, followed by
a method for analyzing the coupled axial-torsional vibration of a composite hollow tapered shaft. In
both instances, a mathematical model was constructed and then discretized using Galerkin's Finite
Element Method to produce the characteristic vibration equation,
[M]X + [C]X+[K]X = F (1.1)
where [M], [C], and [A'] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively. F is the forcing
vector, and A", X, and X are the acceleration, velocity, and displacement vectors.
The eigenvalue problem of each finite element formulation was incorporated into two different
computer programs. The isotropic hollow tapered shaft formulation was evaluated in a FORTRAN
computer program capable of analyzing a drive train system, and the composite material shaft
formulation was evaluated in a Matlab program.
1.1 Background
Extending the work of S.L. Edney, C.H.J. Fox, and E.J. Williams [13], and L.M. Greenhill, W.B.
Bickford, and H.D. Nelson [16], two unique torsional finite element models were developed for
a hollow tapered shaft. The first model is for calculating the torsional dynamic characteristics
of an isotropic hollow tapered shaft, while the second model is for calculating the axial-torsional
dynamic characteristics of a composite hollow tapered shaft. The isotropic finite element model was
incorporated into a FORTRAN computer program that can predict the free and forced response of
multiple or geared rotor systems. The program. FETORS [14], is intended to replace the current
lumped parameter model used by Rolls-Royce Corporation, Torsional Analysis Program (TAP)
[15]. FETORS is of great benefit to Rolls-Royce since it will allow more accurate torsional dynamic
analyses of real rotor systems to be conducted.
The lumped parameter approach, TAP, used by Rolls-Royce to conduct torsional rotordy-
namic analyses consists of a distributed mass model to represent a rotor's inertial components con-
nected together by mass-less elastic shaft elements that behave as torsional springs. This approach
can yield somewhat crude results due to the simplifications required with a lumped parameter model
to represent a real rotor system. FETORS is based on a continuous mass and stiffness representation
that implicitly idealizes a rotor's geometry.
The work of Edney et al [13] included translational and rotational inertia, shear deformation,
gyroscopic moment, axial torque, viscous and hysteretic material damping and mass eccentricity for
a tapered beam. Greenhill et al [16] included the effects of rotatory inertia, gyroscopic moment, axial
load, internal damping, and shear deformation for a linearly tapered conical cross-section element.
Both of these works, however, were limited to analyzing the lateral dynamic characteristics of a
rotor system. The work presented here adapts the lateral finite element formulations derived in
[13] and [16] to a torsional model. This new tapered torsional finite element formulation was
then incorporated into a FORTRAN computer program that can be used to perform critical speed
analyses, or calculations of torsional natural frequencies and mode shapes, and steady state forced
response analyses [8] of a system comprised of isotropic material rotors.
Moreover, composite materials are becoming increasingly used in industry due to their high
strength and light weight properties. Although composite shafts are not yet widely used for the
main shafting in today's turbomachinery, it is only a matter of time before they will be used, even if
on a limited basis. Kim, Argento, and Scott [17] mainly studied the bending response of a composite
tapered shaft. They found that by tapering a composite shaft with an angle of approximately 15
to 20, all natural frequencies and stiffness can be significantly increased over a uniform shaft of
the same volume and composite material. Consequently, the second part of this work presents a
formulation for calculating the coupled axial-torsional dynamic characteristics for a hollow tapered
shaft made of composite material.
1.2 Statement ofWork
The objective of this work was to develop a finite element based computer program for conducting
torsional rotordynamics analyses on hollow tapered isotropic material rotor systems, and axial-
torsional dynamics analyses on composite hollow tapered shafts using Matlab.
The procedure for the isotropic material formulation was as follows. First, a mathematical
model of a hollow tapered shaft was developed. Next, the mathematical model was discretized
using the finite element method to obtain the standard vibration equation, Equation 1.1. The
free and forced response solutions to the standard vibration equation were then incorporated into a
FORTRAN based computer program capable of analyzing both single and multi-shaft rotor systems.
This program for conducting torsional critical speed and forced response calculations of general
multi-shaft rotor systems was then verified against an exact closed-form solution of a cylindrical
shaft of traditional metallic material. The purpose of this work was to demonstrate the capability of
the computer program to accurately predict the torsional vibration characteristics of a traditional
metal shaft rotating system. Several example cases are presented, demonstrating the accuracy and
usefulness of the FORTRAN program compared to the current lumped parameter approach for
torsional analysis used by Rolls-Royce.
A similar procedure for the composite material formulation was followed. A mathemati
cal model of the coupled axial-torsional vibration of a hollow tapered shaft was developed, then
discretized using the finite element method to obtain the standard vibration equation, Equation
1.1. The eigenvalue solution to the characteristic vibration equation was then incorporated into a
computer program, Matlab, capable of analyzing a single shaft. The results of the finite element
program were then compared against a commercial finite element software package, ANSYS. Several
example cases are presented, illustrating the usefulness of the composite material Matlab program.
Chapter 2
Isotropic Material Formulation
2.1 Mathematical Model
A mathematical model can be used to analyze the torsional vibration of an isotropic shaft. In this
section, the dynamic equilibrium method is used to develop the equation of motion. An alternate
approach for developing the equation of motion, the Energy Method, is given in Appendix A.
2.1.1 Equation of Motion
Taking the dynamic equilibrium of the differential element, Figure 2.1, yields the equation ofmotion:
dT
&=*" <2-1)
where T is the torque, p is the density, J is the polar moment of inertia, and 4> is the angle of twist.
The torque, T, can be related to the stresses on the element through the following force-stress
5
T'*
T+ (cT/5X)dx
p-p-
Figure 2.1: Differential Element of an Isotropic Material Shaft
relationship.
T =2tt rx6r-dr '? 91
where rTe is the shear stress in global coordinates, and r, and r0 are the inner and outer radii of the
cross sectional area. The stress can be related to the strain by the following relationship,
Txe = G^x6 (2-3)
where G is the shear modulus, and ";xg is the strain. The strain can be expressed in terms of
displacement using the following relationship,
do
1x6 ~ rdi (2.4)
where r is the radius of the element.
Substituting Equations 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 into Equation 2.1 yields the equation of motion,
l(GJS) = <* <2-5>
The equation ofmotion, Equation 2.5. paired with the appropriate boundary conditions constitutes
the mathematical model.
2.2 Finite Element Formulation
The mathematical model can be discretized using the finite element method. This consists of
approximating the solution, then applying Galerkin 's method to the approximation to minimize the
residual. Next, the global equation will emerge as a result of the standard assembly method [18].
The global standard vibration equation can then be solved.
2.2.1 Mesh Generation and Function Approximation
The shaft can be divided up into elements, with nodes on the left and right sides of the element.
The solution, (j)(x,t), or torsional displacement, of the shaft can be approximated by a piecewise
linear polynomial,
</>(x,t) = Y,4>e(x,t) (2.6)
where
4>e(x,t) = 'i>i(x)<S>i(t) (2.7)
i=i
so that
<Pe(x, t) = Mx)$i(t) +Mx)Mt) (2-8)
where
4>e is the approximated elemental torsional displacement, ip is the shape function, and <f> is
the nodal torsional displacement.
2.2.2 Derivation of Shape Functions
Consider the typical tapered element, or the "torsional
element,"
of the tapered shaft depicted in
Figure 2.2, where the xaxis is the element's rotation axis.
The approximate angular rotation, <fr(x,t), can be expressed using the end point angular
Figure 2.2: Tapered Element
displacements, $i(t) and &2(t), and the linear shape function forms, ip\(x) and fafa)- In matrix
form, Equation 2.7 can be written as
where
~tf(x,t) = {i>{x)}{<5>{t)y
{i>(x)} = { ^(x) V>2(x) }
m)r
Mt)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
It is important to note that the first derivatives of the shape functions must be finite within
an element, and the displacements must be continuous across the element boundary [10].
The displacement profile is assumed to be linear over each element; the elemental angular
rotation can be expressed as
4>e(xf)=c1x + c2 (2.12)
where c-y and c2 are constants. In matrix form, Equation 2.12 is
4>e(x,t) X 1
Cl
C2
(2-13)
Based on the approximated polynomial form of the angular rotation, Equation 2.12, the
angular displacements at the two nodes or endpoints of the element can be written as
Mt)
ci(0) + c2
Ci(l) + c2
Therefore,
Mt)
Mt)
o 1
i l
Cl
Co
(2.14)
(2.15)
The constants, c\ and c2, can be determined by solving the following equation
-i -i
which yields
Cl
c2
Cl
C2
0 1
I 1
1
I
1
I
1 0
Mt)
Mt)
Mt)
Mt)
(2.16)
(2.17)
By substituting Equation 2.17 into 2.13, the angular rotation becomes
4>(x,t) = j x 1
or, after simplifying,
1
I
1
I
1 0
Mt)
Mt)
<t>(x,t) = \ (l-f) f
Mt)
Mt)
By equating Equations 2.9 and 2.19, the shape functions for the torsional element are
x
Mx) = i /
ifo(x)
X
1
when assuming the angular displacements vary linearly along the element.
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
2.2.3 Element Stiffness and Mass Matrices
The dynamic equilibrium equation. 2.1, can be rearranged to be
f-pJo = 0 (2.22)
Equation 2.22 can be approximated using the assumption of Equation 2.7. and the residual. R. can
be determined
T-pJo = R (2.23)
The residual can be minimized by multiplying it by the shape function, integrating over the length
of the shaft, and setting the integrand to zero.
f v1(x)Rdx = 0 (2.24)Jo '
where j = 1.2. The shape functions, V\ and i2. are given as
i'i(x) = l-y (2.25)
v:(-r) = j . (2.26)
Equation 2.23 can be substituted into the residual. R. of Equation 2.24. After integrating by parts.
the differential equation to solve is
--ii
oJQ (x)fdx + jT Vj (x) pJodx = [Vj (x) f]
where j = 1.2.
The local stiffness and mass matrices. [A'] and [M\ respectively, can be extracted from the
differential equation of motion. The elements of the stiffness matrix are the coefficients of the two
equations for the two degrees of freedom of each element. $x. and <f>2- For example.
[K]_+[M]_ = E (2.28)
where
_
= j $j $2 J (2.29)
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and
=
-T T (2.30)
The stiffness matrix is
and the mass matrix is
[K} =
M
An A12
Kn A22
Mi l-h-2
M12 A/22
(2.31)
(2.32)
The elements of the stiffness and mass matrices are listed below.
An = / %\GJ\i\dxJo
K12
A'22
ijj-.GJ'i-o dx
/ VoGJv'-i
Jo
dx
where
Mi = / 4>ipJi>i dxJo
M2 = / i'\pJv->dxJo
M22 = / fopJfo dxJo
J =U^-y)
and r0 and r, are functions of x, the distance along the length of the shaft.
(2.33)
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2.2.4 Formulation of System Equation of Motion
2.2.4.1 Free Vibration Solution
To find the system's free undamped vibration, the following differential equation of motion must
be solved,
[M]s 0 +
[K]s 8 = 0 (2.34)
where
[M]s
and
[K]s
are the mass and stiffness matrices of the system, respectively. For a linear
system,
0 = 0oelut (2.35)
where 0q is the amplitude of the response. Differentiating Equation 2.35 twice with respect to time
and substituting into Equation 2.34 yields
(-u;2 [A/]s
+ [A]s) 0o = 0 (2.36)
The natural frequencies of the system, u>i, can be expressed by solving the following equation for
det (-a;,2 [M]a + [A]s) = 0 (2.37)
The eigenvalues, A,, are the roots of the system, given by
^ = a;2 (2.38)
and the eigenvectors, fa, are the displacement vectors, or mode shapes, resulting from the back
substitution of eigenvalues, Aj.
2.2.4.2 Forced Vibration Solution
The eigenvectors of the system from the free vibration analysis, Section 2.2.4.1, can be assembled
into a square matrix to form the modal matrix, <f>, presented below [20]. Each normal mode, fa,
12
can be represented by a vector.
m = [{fa},{fa},...,Un}\ (2.39)
The orthonormal modes, or the weighted normal modes, can be determined by dividing the normal
modes by the square root of the generalized mass, Mu. The generalized masses are the coefficients
of the identity matrix, so that
mT[M}[} = [Mu}[I] (2.40)
Therefore, the orthonormal modal matrix elements can be written as
The orthogonality relationships are [20] :
and
where
[A]
Yi %
sJ[Mu
[*r [Af] [*] = [I]
wr
[A] [*] = [A]
Ai 0 0 0
0 A2 0 0
0 0 A3 0
0 0 0 Ar
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
In matrix form, the system equation of motion for the continuous system is
[Af] {<?} + [C] {0} + [A] {0} = {T} (2.45)
where the [M], [C], and [A] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively, and {T} is
the complex torsional forcing vector.
The system damping matrix, [C], from Equation 2.45, can be determined by decomposing it
into a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices [18]:
[C] = a[M}+/3 [A]
13
(2.46)
where a and j3 are coefficients for frictional damping and structural damping, respectively. This is
known as proportional damping.
The physical coordinate, 0, can be transformed to "modal" coordinate, q, using the following
equation [8]
{0} = [*] {q} (2.47)
Substituting Equation 2.47 into 2.45 yields
[Af] [*] {q} + [C] [$] {q} + [A] [*] {q} = {T} (2.48)
To use the orthogonality relationships, Equations 2.42 and 2.43, Equation 2.48 is pre-multiplied by
~-\T
-~iT
$ to give
[*]
'
[M] [$] {q} + [C] [*] {q} + [A] [$] {9} = [$]'J'{T}
The employment of equations 2.42, 2.43, and 2.46 in 2.49 yields
[f] {?} + [a [f] + /? [A]] {q} + [A] {9} =
[*]'
{T}
~lT
(2.49)
(2.50)
The above equation resembles the differential equation of motion for forced damped vibration in
terms of C, the damping ratio, and ujn, the natural frequency [20]
x + 2C^'x + ^'2.r = F(t)
m
(2.51)
Therefore, by forcing Equation 2.50 to fit 2.51, the damping coefficient can be simplified to
(a+^n;23)=2^m (2.52)
The system damping matrix can then be written with the diagonal elements being 2Qu)ni [8]
[C]
0 0
0 2(>2 0
0 0
(2.53)
where Ci is the modal damping ratio for the ith normal mode.
(2.54)
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where c is the damping constant, and cc is critical damping [18]
cc = 2rrtaJni (2.55)
If
lQ} = mT{T} (2.56)
then Equation 2.50 becomes
q,(t) + 2c,-,--;ni.fc(*) +WnMt) = Qi(t) (2.57)
after substituting Equations 2.52 and 2.56. When the modal damping ratio is less than 1, according
to Rao [18], the solution to the above equation can be expressed as
qx (t) = A + B + C (2.58)
where
A = e'^"'*l cosu;,7,-f + =sydlt -\ sin^f > qt (0) (2.59)
i-C
B = \ e-*'*"*smudit } qx (0) (2.60)
C = / Ql(T)e-Q-,"At-T) sinu:di (t - t) dr (2.61)
\jJdi Jo
and
"'d, =u.'ni-v/l-Ci (2.62)
This solution must be transformed back to physical coordinates using Equation 2.47.
2.3 Computer Incorporation and Numerical Examples
Section 2.2 was coded into a FORTRAN computer program called FETORS. Gauss-Legendre
Quadrature was used to determine the elements of the stiffness and mass matrices and the QR
15
Algorithm was used to evaluate the eigenvalue solution. FETORS requires an input file that con
tains the torsional system's geometry, as well as any other necessary information such as damping,
couplings, external torques, and lumped external inertias. FETORS is capable of evaluating mul
tiple rotor systems connected by couplings, geared rotor systems with different speeds, and rotor
systems with different material properties. A listing of the FETORS computer program is provided
in Appendix C.l.
The accurac)^ of the finite element torsional formulation embedded in FETORS is demon
strated by using the program to determine the torsional natural frequencies and mode shapes of
a uniform cylindrical shaft and a tapered shaft. In the case of the uniform cylinder, the results
given by FETORS are compared to a known exact solution. For the tapered shaft, the results are
compared with other methods, such as a stepped-cylinder model and TAP. Convergence curves for
the first two modes, which show how many elements are required for the new model to produce
accurate results, are given for each example case. Also, two additional examples are presented
illustrating the forced response analysis capabilities of the computer program.
2.3.1 Uniform Free-Free Shaft
A uniform (cylindrical) free-free shaft was modelled using the finite element formulation, as a series
of "tapered having equal left and right end outer diameters.
The uniform shaft geometry is as follows:
L= 100 in.
D = 10 in.
The calculated natural frequencies and mode shapes of the uniform free-free shaft determined
by FETORS were compared to the exact closed form analytical solution given in Blevins [6] .
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The exact natural frequency of a uniform free-free shaft in hertz (Hz) is given by
1
fi = (cGy (263)2irl \ plp J
where A, is the transcendental equation, I is the element length, C is the torsional constant of the
cross section, G is the shear modulus, p is the mass density of the element, and Ip is the polar
second area moment of area about the axis of torsion, as given below.
/ = 1,2,3...
A, = in
tvR4
C
G
h
2
E
2(1 + !/)
vrA4
where R is the radius of the shaft.
The exact mode shape is given by the expression
x\ fnrx\
l)
= cos
vt) {2M)
where i = 1, 2, 3 . . ., x is the axial position along the element, and I is the element length.
Figure 2.3 compares the first three torsional natural frequencies, as a function of the number
of elements, from FETORS with
Blevins' [6] exact solution. FETORS was run seven times, each
with a different number of elements representing the 100 inch long shaft. The results show that
approximately ten elements are needed to predict the first natural frequency within 1% of the exact
solution, and 20 elements for the third natural frequency to be within 1%.
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2.3.2 Tapered Shaft
A tapered fixed-free shaft was modelled using six different methods, three of which were in FE
TORS. The three different modelling methods used in FETORS were the presented finite element
formulation, and two stepped-cylinder models based on different diameters to represent a tapered
element as an equivalent uniform straight element. The other modelling methods were TAP [15] and
ANSYS [1]. All methods were compared against the closed form solution for a tapered fixed-free
shaft, or truncated cone, derived by H.D. Conway [11].
The solid metallic tapered shaft had the following material properties and geometry, which
equated to a taper angle of 11.31. The larger diameter end was fixed, while the other end was free.
E = 29.5 Mpsi
u= 0.32
p = 0.283
lb/in3
L = 20 in.
DL = 4 in.
DR = 12 in.
2.3.2.1 FETORS
Three different modelling approaches were used in the FORTRAN program, FETORS: the ta
pered finite element formulation, and two stepped cylinder models each with a different method of
determining the uniform diameter to represent the tapered element.
Tapered Finite Element Formulation:
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The tapered geometry was modelled directly using the new finite element formulation, with
increasing number of elements.
Stepped-Cylinder Model - Geometric Average Diameter:
This approach models a tapered shaft using multiple numbers of uniform cylindrical beam
elements in series, otherwise known as stepped-cylinder or stepped-shaft modelling. The geometric
average of the elemental left and right end diameters was taken to be the equivalent diameter of
the uniform section representing the tapered element:
DL + Dr , .
Dequiv = 5 (2-65)
Although simple, this approximation approach will yield error in the mass inertia and stiffness of
the stepped-cylinder representation. This error clearly reduces with increased number of elements
used to model the tapered shaft.
Stepped-Cylinder Model - Weighted Average Diameter:
As opposed to the geometric average diameter model described above, this approach uses a
weighted average diameter to represent the tapered element as a uniform cylindrical, or straight,
element. This was achieved by forcing the uniform element used to represent the tapered geometry
to have the same mass inertia as the tapered element.
The mass inertia of a tapered truncated cone, or frustum, can be expressed as
' m.D
(x)2
I
where
f- V{x
,L r-* (Z66>
m = pV (2.61
7T
V = J -D(x)2dx (2.68)
and
n(r\ = Dr 4-(n- r>r)
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D(x) DL + {DR DL) j (2.69)
By substituting Equation 2.68 into 2.66, the mass inertia of the tapered element can be expressed
as
g/>M (2.70)
The mass inertia of -an equivalent uniform cylinder is
t
_
Pn \X>equiv) > t.-y j-i\
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By equating the mass inertias for the tapered and uniform elements, Equations 2.70 and
2.71, the diameter of the equivalent uniform cylinder is
V'equiv
fV + dl3dr + dl2dr2 + dldr3 + fV) (2.72)
Although this approach yields an equivalent mass inertia, the elemental stiffness is only
approximated.
2.3.2.2 Torsional Analysis Program-Holzer's Method
The same tapered free-free shaft was modelled in TAP, Torsional Analysis Program [15]. This
method is based on a distributed point mass representation of the rotor's inertial -components con
nected together by mass-less elastic shaft elements that behave as torsional springs. This program
calculates the torsional natural frequencies and modes shapes from user-supplied mass inertias and
torsional stiffnesses used to represent the rotor system.
In this method, the mass inertia of one element is split so that one half of it is distributed
on the left end of the torsional spring and one half is on the right end. Since the shaft is tapered,
the mass inertia is not constant for all elements. The mass inertia for a tapered element is
f' mD
(x)2
-fJo dx (2.73)
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where
m = pV (2.74)
and V (x) and D (x) are given by Equations 2.68 and 2.69.
Identical to the weighted average diameter case of the stepped-cylinder model, the equivalent
diameter used to represent the tapered element as a uniform straight element is
^equiv
fV + DL3DR + DL2DR2 + DLDR3 +
fV'
(2.75)
which is also Equation 2.72.
Blevins [6] states that the torsional stiffness of a tapered beam can be calculated by
K = ^L r^g
32 l [Dr/Dl + (DR/DL)2 + (DR/DLf
2.3.2.3 ANSYS
The tapered shaft was modelled twice in ANSYS 8.1 [1]. First, three-dimensional tapered elements
(Beam44) were used to model the fixed-free shaft using different mesh densities: 5, 10, 20, 25,
and 50 elements. The second model consisted of 9720 20-noded solid brick elements (Solid95),
which contained over 40,000 nodes. It must be noted that a sensitivity study was conducted on the
density of the mesh within the ANSYS-Solid95 model, and it was illustrated that the fundamental
and second torsional natural frequencies were not affected when the number of elements used in the
model were increased. This demonstrates the preciseness of this model.
2.3.2.4 Results and Discussion
The first and second torsional natural frequencies were determined using each of the six methods
previously mentioned, and are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Conway's closed form
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solution yields a fundamental torsional natural frequency of 2944.97 Hz, and a second torsional
natural frequency of 5052.77 Hz. The ANSYS-Solid95 model produced corresponding results of
2978.2 and 5473.1 Hz.
Table 2.1: Tapered Fixed-Free Shaft: Fundamental Torsional Natural Frequency
Number of Elements
Modelling Method 2 3 4 5 10 20 25 50
Tapered Formulation 3.062.67 3,039.50 3.031.50 3.021., 00 3.017.83 3.015 50 3.015.33 3.015.00
Weighted Avg. Diameter 2.513.83 2.778.17 - 2.927.83 2.993.83 3.010.50 3.012.17 3.014.17
Geometric Avg. Diameter 2.560.33 2.813.83 - 2.944.50 2.997.67 3.010.50 3.012.17 3.014.17
TAP 1.839.75 2,423.79 2.665.98 2.786.44 2.957.32 3.002.23 3.007.71 3.019.62
ANSYS-Solid95 2.978.2
ANSYS-Beam44 | ] | 2.513.40 | 2,758.90 | 2.885.70 | 2.911.40 | 2.963.10
Table 2.2: Tapered Fixed-Free Shaft: Second Torsional Natural Frequency
Number of Elements
Modelling Method 2 3 4 5 10 20 25 50
Tapered Formulation 6.248.17 6.006 17 5.833.00 5.735.33 5.591.00 5.552.67 5.548.00 5.541.83
Weighted Avg. Diameter 4,377.17 5.104.50 - 5.443.17 5.521.83 5.537.83 5.538.50 5.539.50
Geometric Avg. Diameter 4,322.50 5,104.50 - 5.458.50 5.529.33 5.537.83 5,538.50 5.539.50
TAP 2.626.75 3,707.61 4.415.41 4.794.31 5.345.97 5,494.29 5,512.25 5.539.82
ANSYS-Solid95 5.473.1
ANSYS-Beam44 | | 4.643.00 | 5.025.80 | 5.267.40 | 5.319.30 | 5.427.30
The natural frequencies were compared to Conway's closed form solution, and the correspond
ing errors are presented in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. Note that the results from the ANSYS-Solid95 model
are plotted as a single line for reference.
It was found that the two stepped-cylinder models, Weighted Average Diameter and Geo
metric Average Diameter, yield remarkably similar results. Nevertheless, these results demonstrate
the level of inaccuracy introduced with a stepped-cylinder approximation to modelling a tapered
shaft. Moreover, the FETORS tapered element model monotonically converges to the closed form
solution from above, consistently overestimating the solution. This is a desirable characteristic since
the error bound will always be on the high side. Furthermore, although four of the methods yield
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Figure 2.4: Tapered Shaft: Fundamental Torsional Natural Frequency, % Error Vs.
Closed Form Solution
approximately the same accuracy when 20 elements are used to model the shaft, it must be noted
that less preparation time is needed to run FETORS since the geometry is input directly to the
program. To run TAP, the user must first calculate the mass and stiffnesses of the system, then
assemble the model, which is not only time consuming, but also could be a source of error. A similar
level of preparation effort is required for the stepped-cylinder methods.
Based on the two convergence plots, Figures 2.4 and 2.5, the first and second natural frequen
cies predicted by FETORS, the stepped-cylinder methods, TAP, and ANSYS-Beam44 all converge
to higher values than the closed form solution. This was determined to be due to an error found
in Conway's derivation. The correct formulation used to determine torsional natural frequency
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of a tapered shaft was derived by S. Boedo [7]; three solutions are presented in Appendix C.l.3:
fixed-free, fixed-fixed, and free-free.
The first ten torsional natural frequencies produced by the five modelling methods and Con
way's solution are compared to the closed form solution that was derived by Boedo. The frequency
values and percent errors are listed in Tables 2.3 and 2.4, while the errors are plotted in Figure
2.6. The Tapered Formulation, Geometric Average Diameter, TAP, and ANSYS-Beam44 models
all included 50 elements, while the ANSYS-Solid95 model consisted of 9720 elements. Since the
two stepped-cylinder methods produced nearly the same results, the Weighted Average Diameter
method was omitted from the result tables and figures. As expected, the Tapered Formulation error
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is greater for higher natural frequencies. It is evident that the Tapered Formulation does yield close
predictions of torsional natural frequencies of tapered shafts.
Table 2.3: Tapered Fixed-Free Shaft: First Ten Torsional Natural Frequencies
Natural Frequency. Hz
Natural
Frequency
Tapered
Formulation
Geometric
Avg. Diameter TAP
ANSYS
Solid95
ANSYS
Beam44 Conway Boedo
1 3.015.0 3.014.17 3,019.62 2,978.2 2.963.1 2,948.8 3.015.09
2 5,541.83 5,539.5 5,539.82 5,473.1 5.427.3 5,052.86 5,540.26
3 8,342.67 8,338.5 8,325.91 8,234.0 8.164.5 7,919.81 8,334.91
4 11,286.17 11,280.33 11.239.54 11,128.0 11,043.0 10,939.13 11,264.63
5 14.303.0 14.295.5 14.205.24 14,082.0 13.995.0 13,994.25 14.257.12
6 17,366.67 17,356.67 17.190.82 17,066.0 16,991.0 17,062.81 17.281.97
7 20.465.0 20,453.33 20.177.62 20.056.0 20,022.0 20.137.91 20,325.35
S 23,595.0 23.581.67 23,155.53 23,072.0 23.085.0 23.216.68 23,380.22
9 26,755.0 26,740.0 26.117.92 26,082.0 26.177.0 26,297.73 26,442.68
10 29.946.67 29,930.0 29.060.49 29.344.0 29.300.0 29.380.31 29.510.41
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Table 2.4: Tapered Fixed-Free Shaft: First Ten Torsional Natural Frequency Errors
Percent Error vs. Boedo
Natural
Frequency
Tapered
Formulation
Geometric
Avg. Diameter TAP
ANSYS
Solid95
ANSYS
Beam44 Conway
1 0.0% -0.03% 0.15% -1.22% -1.72% -2.2%
2 0.03% -0.01% -0.01% -1.21% -2.04% -8.8%
3 0.09% 0.04% -0.11% -1.21% -2.04% -4.98%
4 0.19% 0.14% -0.22% -1.21% -1.97% -2.89%
5 0.32% 0.27% -0.36% -1.23% -1.84% -1.84%
6 0.49% 0.43% -0.53% -1.25% -1.68% -1.27%
1 0.69% 0.63% -0.73% -1.33% -1.49% -0.92%
8 0.92% 0.86% -0.96% -1.32% -1.26% -0.7%
9 1.18% 1.12% -1.23% -1.36% -1.0% -0.55%
10 1.48% 1.42% -1.52% -0.56% -0.71% -0.44%
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Figure 2.6: Tapered Fixed-Free Shaft: % Error Vs. Boedo's Closed Form Solution
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2.3.2.5 Fixed-Fixed and Free-Free Case
A same tapered shaft but with two different boundary conditions was modelled using six methods.
The methods used to model a fixed-fixed and free-free tapered shaft were: Tapered Formulation,
Weighted and Geometric Average Diameter Stepped-Cylinders, TAP, ANSYS-Solid95, and ANSYS-
Beam44. The first four methods and ANSYS-Beam44 included 50 elements in each model, while
the ANSYS-Solid95 model contained 9720 20-noded brick elements. The first ten torsional natural
frequencies predicted by these methods are compared against the closed form solutions derived by
Boedo [7]. Again, the Weighted Average Diameter method was omitted from the result tables and
figures.
The fixed-fixed case is presented first, with the the natural frequencies listed in Table 2.5 and
the percent error compared to Boedo listed in Table 2.6 and plotted in Figure 2.7. The corresponding
results from the free-free case are presented in Tables 2.7 and 2.8, and Figure 2.8.
Table 2.5: Tapered Fixed-Fixed Shaft: First Ten Torsional Natural Frequencies
Natural Frequency, Hz
Natural
Frequency
Tapered
Formulation
Geometric
Avg. Diameter TAP
ANSYS
Solid95
ANSYS
Beam44 Boedo
1 3,415.5 3,414.83 3,418.68 3,411.2 3,352.6 3,415.04
2 6,373.67 6,372.0 6,368.17 6,367.5 6,241.1 6.369.44
3 9,412.17 9,409.83 9,386.9 9,397.0 9,210.9 9,398.19
4 12,487.17 12,483.83 12,424.86 12,452.0 12,217.0 12,454.13
5 15,586.33 15,582.17 15,461.87 15,518.0 15,248.0 15,522.25
6 18,706.67 18,701.67 18,490.34 18,585.0 18,300.0 18,596.78
7 21,850.0 21,845.0 21,505.23 21,674.0 21,374.0 21,675.05
8 25,018.33 25,010.0 24,502.29 L 24,759.0 24,472.0 24,755.71
9 28,210.0 28,203.33 27,476.34 27,828.0 27,595.0 27,837.98
10 31,433.33 31,423.33 30.424.51 30,884.0 30,747.0 30,921.37
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Table 2.6: Tapered Fixed-Fixed Shaft: First Ten Torsional Natural Frequency Errors
Percent Error vs. Boedo
Natural
Frequency
Tapered
Formulation
Geometric
Avg. Diameter TAP
ANSYS
Solid95
ANSYS
Beam44
1 0.01% -0.01% 0.11% -0.11% -1.83%
2 0.07% 0.04% -0.02% -0.03% -2.02%
3 0.15% 0.12% -0.12% -0.01% -1.99%
4 0.27% 0.24% -0.24% -0.02% -1.9%
5 0.41% 0.39% -0.39% -0.03% -1.77%
6 0.59% 0.56% -0.57% -0.06% -1.6%
7 0.81% 0.78% -0.78% 0.0% -1.39%
8 1.06% 1.03% -1.02% 0.01% -1.15%
9 1.34% 1.31% -1.3% -0.04% -0.87%
10 1.66% 1.62% -1.61% -0.12% -0.56%
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Figure 2.7: Tapered Fixed-Fixed Shaft: % Error Vs. Boedo's Closed Form Solution
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Table 2.7: Tapered Free-Free Shaft: First Ten Torsional Natural Frequencies
Natural Frequency, Hz
Natural
Frequency
Tapered
Formulation
Geometric
Avg. Diameter TAP
ANSYS
Solid95
ANSYS
Beam44 Boedo
1 3,973.17 3,972.0 3,974.95 3,920.6 3,893.4 3,972.33
2 6,744.83 6,742.17 6,737.52 6.651.7 6,599.4 6,740.15
3 9,677.0 9,672.83 9,649.28 9,533.7 9,466.1 9,662.24
4 12,690.67 12,685.17 12,623.57 12,484.0 12.414.0 12,656.8
5 15,751.33 15,744.33 15,621.49 15,461.0 15,407.0 15,686.11
6 18,846.67 18,838.33 18,623.28 18,704.0 18,434.0 18,734.1-
7 21,970.0 21,960.0 21,617.19 21,477.0 21,490.0 21,793.16
8 25,123.33 25,111.67 24,595.92 24,495.0 24,574.0 24,859.28
9 28,305.0 28,291.67 27,555.63 27,467.0 27,687.0 27,930.17
10 31,518.33 31,503.33 30,491.67 30,727.0 30,830.0 31,004.44
The Tapered Formulation results from both cases, fixed-fixed and free-free, show the same
trend; the percent error of the first natural frequency is extremely minimal, and increases to ap
proximately 1.5% for the tenth natural frequency.
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Table 2.8: Tapered Free-Free Shaft: First Ten Torsional Natural Frequency Errors
Percent Error vs. Boedo
Natural
Frequency
Tapered
Formulation
Geometric
Avg. Diameter TAP
ANSYS
Solid95
ANSYS
Beam44
1 0.02% -0.01% 0.07% -1.3% -1.99%
2 0.07% 0.03% -0.04% -1.31% -2.09%
3 0.15% 0.11% -0.13% -1.33% -2.03%
4 0.27% 0.22% -0.26% -1.37% -1.92%
5 0.42% 0.37% -0.41% -1.44% -1.78%
6 0.6% 0.56% -0.59% -0.16% -1.6%
7 0.81% 0.77% -0.81% -1.45% -1.39%
8 1.06% 1.02% -1.06% -1.47% -1.15%
9 1.34% 1.29% -1.34% -1.66% -0.87%
10 1.66% 1.61% -1.65% -0.89% -0.56%
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Figure 2.8: Tapered Free-Free Shaft: % Error Vs. Boedo's Closed Form Solution
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2.3.3 Forced Response: Comparison of FETORS with Published Work
A torsional forced response example was found in Brockett and Barrett's report [8], and was evalu
ated in FETORS. This example originated from Problem 12.18 of Thomson's textbook [19]. Brock
ett and Barrett used their FORTRAN program, TWIST2 [9] , to determine the undamped torsional
natural frequencies and the forced steady-state response of the system.
Refer to Figure 2.9 for the torsional model, and Table 2.9 for the corresponding parameters.
The magnitude, phase, and excitation speed of the forcing torques that were applied to nodes 1 and
4 in the published model are defined in Table 2.10. The input file for FETORS can be found in
Appendix C.l.4, which includes the values of the lumped inertias and dampers, and the geometry
of the two shafts.
5
Kg
\\\\\
^
Ki
Ti
Figure 2.9: Torsional Model for Forced Response Example: Published
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Table 2.9: Parameters for Torsional Model (Published)
Parameter Value Units
Ki Shaft Length 40 in
A"i Shaft Radius 1.5 in
A"2 Shaft Length 30 in
A"2 Shaft Radius 2.0 in
h 10.0 lb-in-s~
h 2.0 lb-in-s-
h 6.0 lb-in-s"
h 24 lb-in-s2
Ci 16 lb-in-s
c4 10 lb-in-s
Table 2.10: Double Speed Torsional Excitation (Published Case [8])
Excitation Speed Node Magnitude Phase
RPM ft-lbf degrees
1200 1 2.4 0
1200 4 0.5 265
1250 1 2.6 10
1250 4 0.7 245
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2.3.3.1 Discussion and Results
Results from the published example [8] with the double speed excitation input are presented in
Figures 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12, which show the amplitude and phase of the frequency response of
nodes 1, 2, and 4, respectively.
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Figure 2.10: Published [8]: Torsional Response at Node 1
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Figure 2.11: Published [8]: Torsional Response at Node 2
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Figure 2.12: Published [8]: Torsional Response at Node 4
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Small peaks associated with the amplitude and phase are depicted beyond the fundamental
natural frequency in the results from the published example; these peaks are attributed to the
convolution phenomenon where there are two applied excitations at different speeds. Note that
these peaks are not the second natural frequency, which is 3138 CPM (cycles per minute). The
results from the superimposed torsional excitation case implied a slight increase in amplitude, or
reinforcement, when the two excitation forces were in phase with each other, and a decrease in
amplitude, or a cancellation, when the two forces were opposite in phase.
Although FETORS is able to solve for the torsional response of systems with different tor
sional forces at different nodes, FETORS is not currently capable of handling multiple torsional
excitation forces applied at different speeds. For this reason, results from FETORS should not
match the results from the published example, depicted in Figures 2.10 through 2.12.
A single speed torsional excitation case was evaluated in TWIST2 in order to properly com
pare with the results from FETORS. The magnitude, phase, and excitation speed of the forcing
torques that applied in both FETORS and TWIST2 are listed in Table 2.11.
Table 2.11: Single Speed Torsional Excitation (FETORS and TWIST2)
Excitation Speed Node Magnitude Phase
RPM ft-lbf degrees
1250 1 2.6 10
1250 4 0.7 245
Figures 2.13, 2.14, and 2.15 show results from FETORS: the amplitude and phase of the
frequency response of nodes 1, 2, and 4, respectively. Figures 2.16, 2.17, and 2.18 depict equivalent
results from TWIST2 [9] when evaluated using the single speed torsional excitation listed in Table
2.11.
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Figure 2.13: FETORS: Torsional Response at Node 1
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Figure 2.15: FETORS: Torsional Response at Node 4
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Figure 2.17: TWIST2: Torsional Response at Node 2
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Figure 2.18: TWIST2: Torsional Response at Node 4
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The FETORS results, both natural frequency and magnitude of the response peak for all
nodes, are very similar to the results obtained from TWIST2. The eigenvalue solution, or funda
mental natural frequency, for the undamped free vibration case was given in the published example
[8] as 1351.77 CPM, while FETORS predicted 1351.4 CPM. This is less than 0.03% different.
For a forced response analysis, the FETORS user chooses the speed increment at which the
system should be analyzed. To be consistent with the published example, an increment of 10 RPM
was chosen. With an identical torsional excitation and speed increment, FETORS demonstrates
nearly exact agreement with TWIST2 for both response magnitude and phase. There is no evidence
of additional response peaks other than at the system's fundamental natural frequency.
2.3.4 Forced Response: Comparison of FETORS with Exact Closed
Form Solution
A closed form torsional forced response example was found in Machinery Vibration Seminar [4], and
was evaluated in FETORS. Refer to Figure 2.19 for the torsional model. An external torque was
applied to node 1, and both nodes 1 and 2 are grounded by a damper, ?i and B2- The two inertia
elements, I\ and I2, are connected by a torsional spring, A'i, and damper, B. Arbitrary values were
assigned to the various parameters and are listed in Table 2.12. The input file for FETORS can be
found in Appendix C.1.5.
The exact torsional displacements for this generic system are [4]
(K-,^f + ,HBITicoB{i4_4)
where
a2 + (32
K2 + v2B2
--^TlCos(ut-<p) (2.78)
a2
=
{IxI2vA
-
v2 \(h + h) K + B1B2 + B (B, + B2)}}2 (2.79)
P2
= {vK (B, + B2) - uz [h (B + B2) + h (Bi + B)}}2 (2.80)
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Figure 2.19: Torsional Model for Forced Response Example: Closed Form Solution
Table 2.12: Parameters for Torsional Model (Closed Form)
Parameter Value Units
h 6,955,200.0 lb - in2
h 888,720.0 lb - in2
K 362,491.46 ib-in
B 9.1 Ib-in
Bx 0 lb in s
B2 0 lb in s
Ti 90 lb in
2.3.4.1 Results
This example illustrates FETORS' capability to analyze torsional systems with a forced response.
Figure 2.20 shows the magnitude of the angular rotation at nodes 1 and 2. The angular rotation
predicted in FETORS matches the closed form solution almost perfectly.
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Forced Response Example
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Figure 2.20: Torsional Response at Nodes 1 and 2
2.3.5 Discussion
The uniform and tapered shaft examples illustrate that the tapered torsional formulation embedded
in FETORS does represent a shafting system fairly well. It is an improvement over TAP [15] since it
eliminates a modelling step by implicitly representing the complex geometry of the shaft, and it pro
vides better results when using smaller models. Compared to other methods for modelling torsional
systems such as simple closed form solutions, lumped parameter models such as TAP, and complex
analysis programs such as ANSYS, FETORS provides an accurate solution of complex multi-shaft
systems that can be analyzed quickly and easily. Furthermore,
FETORS'
simple approach to mod
elling complex torsional systems allows trade studies of new designs of turbomachinery shafting to
be quickly and accurately conducted.
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Chapter 3
Composite Material Formulation
3.1 Mathematical Model
A mathematical model can be used to analyze the coupled axial-torsional vibration of a composite
shaft. This mathematical model was also presented in the work of Kim, Argento, and Scott [17],
however, they did not solve for the natural frequency. The dynamic equilibrium method can be
used to develop the equation of motion.
3.1.1 Equations of Motion
The dynamic equilibrium of the differential element depicted in Figure 3.1 yields
dN
^
= PAu (3.1)
dT
Tx=P^ (3-2)
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where N is the normal or axial force, p is the material density, A is the cross-sectional area, u is
the axial displacement, T is the applied torque, J is the polar moment of inertia, and 0 is the angle
of twist.
T
4$j <j| '^nif"
T+ (cT/cX)dx
N+ (dW6X)dx
Figure 3.1: Differential Element With Loads Applied
In order to solve the equations of motion, the forces must be expressed in terms of displace
ment. The first step is to express the forces in the dynamic equilibrium equations in terms of stress.
Then, using constitutive equations, the stress vector can be expressed in terms of strain vector. The
strain vector can then be expressed in terms of the displacement vector using kinematic equations.
3.1.1.1 Force-Displacement Relationship
In Figure 3.2, the stress in the local material coordinates, 1 2 3, must first be transformed to
the meridian coordinates,
x' y'
z'. which can also be called the surface coordinates. Then, the
stress must be transformed to the global coordinate system, x y z. where y is the coordinate
along the hoop direction, 0.
The normal or axial force, N, and the torsional force, T, can be related to the stresses on
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Figure 3.2: Coordinate System of a Composite Material
the element through the following force-stress relationships,
N = oxdA
T =2tt j Tx8r2dr
where ax is the normal stress, and rxg is the shear stress in global coordinates.
(3.3)
(3-4)
The stress in the local material coordinate system, 1 2 3. can be related to the stress in
the meridian coordinates,
x' y'
z', via a transformation matrix, [T]e
where
S12 = [T]ef2-
0-12 ~ I Cl C2 C3 T23 Ti3 T12
Q_ ~ CT Of, G. T, Tv, T,>x ue xz 4x6
(3-5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
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and
[T] "/
0
vnr
n2 0 0 0 2m n
0 0
m- 0 0 0 2 in n
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 11) n 0
0 0 0 11 m 0
-van mn 0 0 0 m~ n~
(3.8)
m = cos 0f
n = sin #/
(3.9)
where 0j is the fiber orientation as depicted in Figure 3.2.
Similarly, the academic strain tensor in the two coordinate systems. l\2 and e , can be related
to each other via the same transformation matrix, [T]e
12 = [T\e, i
where
.12 I l 2 3 23 ^13 12
~l ~l ~> ~l ~J ~1
--= \ eT efl er efl e_ e,cz~ cxe
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
It is important to distinguish between academic strain tensor, e and engineering strain tensor,
e, where
=yex ey z lyz "I: Ixy J (3-13)
The two strain vectors are equal, in exception for the following relationship:
Therefore, the two are related by [R]e
Hxy ^E.xy
[R}ef:
(3-14)
(3.15)
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where
[R]6
10 0 0 0 0
0 10 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 2
(3.16)
The stress vector in the local coordinate system can be expressed in terms of the strain vector
via the reduced stiffness matrix, [Q]:
<Zi2 = [QUi2 (3-17)
where cr12 is Equation 3.6,
12 = y ei e2 e3 723 7i3 I12 J (3.18)
and the reduced stiffness matrix, [Q], is
E, b'12^''' 0
l-i/12i/21 1<Vl2^21
1/ 1 >") ^2 0
1 ^12^21 1^12^21
0 0 *
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
G23 0
0 G13
0 0 G 12
(3.19)
To relate the stress and strain tensors in the meridian coordinate system, Equations 3.5,
3.10, and 3.15 can be substituted into Equation 3.17. The stress in the meridian coordinates can
be shown to be
tL=[T]^{Q)[R\es[T\ef[R\-e^: (3.20)
For simplification, [<2J can be defined as
[Q] = PV,1 [Q] 172],, [T]6f [R]J (3.21)
so that
/ r 1 '
c = [Q\ e
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(3.22)
|Qj is a 6x6 matrix after multiplying the five matrices together from Equation 3.21:
[]-
"On 0l2 0 0 0 Qw
O12 022 0 0 0 Q26
0 0 033 0 0 0
0 0 0 Q44 Q45 0
0 0 0 Q45 Q55 0
_
Qw 026 0 0 0 Q66
The coefficients to Equation 3.23 are symmetric and are listed in Appendix B.
(3.23)
Next, the stress in the meridian coordinate system, x' y' z' , must be transformed to the
global coordinate system. This can be done by another transformation matrix, [T]Q
=[T}aCL
where g_ is Equation 3.7,
and
cx c# az t6z tx- tx6
[T]a
m2 0 n2 0 2mn 0
0 10 0 0 0
n2 0 m2 0 -2mn 0
0 0 0m 0 -n
mn 0 mn 0 m2 n2 0
0 0 0 n 0 m
m = cos a
n = sin a
where a is the taper angle of the shaft as depicted, in Figure 3.2.
(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
(3.27)
Similar to the transformation about the fiber angle, Of, the academic strain tensor must be
related to the engineering strain tensor by the same transformation matrix, [T]a
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(3.28)
Again, it is important to distinguish between the academic strain tensor, e and the engineering
strain tensor, e. In this case, the academic and engineering strain vectors are equal except for the
following relationship:
(3.29)
(3.30)
Therefore, the two are related bv
where
[Rl
Ixz = 2ex:
=7?U
10 0 0 0 0
0 10 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 2
(3.31)
Similar to the fiber angle transformation, Equations 3.24, 3.28. and 3.30 must be substituted
into Equation 3.22. Therefore, the stress in the global coordinate system can be shown to be
<L=[T\-1[Q][R]a[T\a[R}Z1
For simplification, \Q\ can be defined as
[0] = m;1 [o] [R\a [T]a [R]-1
(3.32)
(3.33)
so that
<L = [Q] e (3.34)
It is clear that \Q\ is a complicated 6x6 matrix, including functions of 0 and a, the fiber angle and
taper angle, respectively. The coefficients of \q\ are symmetric and are listed in Appendix B.
For simplification of Equation 3.34, it can be assumed that oe = 0, az = 0 for small taper
angles, 7#z = 0, and ^xz = 0 because there is no bending. Therefore, the fourth and fifth rows and
columns of Equation 3.34 can be eliminated, resulting in a 4x4 matrix, which can be rearranged to
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be
Cr
TX6
0
0
Qn Qw Qn Qw
Qei Qee Qt>2 Q&z
Q21 Q26 Q22 Q23
Qz\ Q36 Q32 G/33
x
7x0
e.
(3.35)
It is necessary to get the strain in terms of the displacements. This can be done using the
following kinematic equations
ex = 5 (3.36)du
dx
1x6 = r
dx
(3.37)
Equation 3.35 can be rearranged into two equations because of the kinematic equations,
Equations 3.36 and 3.37:
<9n Q12
Q12 Q22
The coefficients for \Q\ are symmetric and are listed in Appendix B.
Cr
1x6
(3.38)
From Equation 3.38, Equations 3.3 and 3.4 can be written as
N = r (One* + Qi2lx&) r drdOJn
T = 2ir
r
(Q12tx + Q22lx6)
r2 dr
(3.39)
(3.40)
Substituting the kinematic equations, Equations 3.36 and 3.37, into Equations 3.39 and 3.40
yields
2tt
N = itQuu (r02 - r2) +
Q12rb'(r03
-
T = -^-Qnu (r03 - r3) +
^Q22<p'
(V -
(3.41)
(3.42)
Substituting Equations 3.41 and 3.42 into Equations 3.1 and 3.2 yields the coupled par
tial differential equation, which together with the appropriate boundary conditions constitutes the
mathematical model.
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3.2 Finite Element Formulation
The mathematical model will be discretized using the finite element method, and the standard
vibration equation, Equation 1.1, will be formed.
3.2.1 Mesh Generation and Function Approximation
Similar to Section 2.2.1, the axial and torsional displacements of a composite shaft can be approx
imated. By use of Galerkin's Method, the following assumptions can be made:
u =
Y^ue (3.43)
where
e
= E i'i (*)Ui(t) (3.44)
and
(p = zZfa (3.45)
where
^ = 5>,. .$<(*) (3-46)
The shape functions, ipi and ip2, are still
,r
^(x) = l-y (3.47)
Mx) = J (3-48)
as derived in Section 2.2.2.
The dynamic equilibrium equations, 3.1 and 3.2, can be rearranged to be
N'
- pAii = 0 (3.49)
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T -pJd> = 0 (3.50)
By approximating Equations 3.49 and 3.50 using the above listed assumptions (Equations
3.43 - 3.46), the residual, R, can be determined
N'
- pAti = R-. (3.51)
T'
- pJ4> = R2 (3.52)
The residual can be minimized by multiplying it by the shape function, integrating over the length
of the shaft, and setting the integrand to zero
J i'j (x) Rkdx = 0 (3.53)
where j = 1, 2 and k = 1, 2.
Equations 3.51 and 3.52 can be substituted into Rk of Equation 3.53. After integrating by
parts, the differential equations to solve are
j
i'j'
(x) Ndx+ j Vj (x) pAu dx = [v, (x) iv]
*
(3.54)
j ipj (x) fdx+f ipj (x) pJ4> dx = [v-j (x) f1]^ (3.55)
where j = 1, 2.
3.2.2 Element Stiffness and Mass Matrices
The local stiffness and mass matrices, [K] and [M] respectively, can be extracted from the differential
equations of motion. The elements of the stiffness matrix are the coefficients of the four equations
for the four degrees of freedom of each element, U\, U2, $i, and $2. For example,
[K]U+[M)U = F (3.56)
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where
and
U = { Ui U2 $1 $2 }
= A -f f
The stiffness matrix is
[A"
and the mass matrix is
M]
An A'12 A'13 A'14
A"l2 A:22 A'23 A'24
A 13 A"23 A"33 A"34
A'14 A'24 A'34 A'44
Mn M12 M13 Mu
M12 M22 M23 -U24
Mn M2i -U33 .U34
Mu -U24 .I/34 Mu
The elements of the stiffness and mass matrices are listed below.
An
A12
A\3
A'14 /
L
A22
A'23
A'24
A33
A'34 =
A'44 =
I
-L
-L
v^Qn {r~0-r~) vidx
i\kQu (r20 ~ >f) v2dx
v'^Qr.^l-r^v.dx
fiyGio^-rfjt'Ux
L'2-Qii (r; - rf) Udx
9-
-'2Y<3i2(ro-rf)fidj
9-
foyQ12 (r
-
rf) t-Ux
t'i|Q22(ro-rf)fidi
t'yQ22(^-r/)ri;&
;fG22(ri-^)4^
56
2
7T
0 2
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
(3.60)
Mn = J ipipx (r20 - rf) Vi dx
M12 = / ViPtt (V; - rf) V2 dx
A/13 = 0
A/14 = 0
A/22 = y ip2pTT(r20-r2)i2dx
A/23 = 0
A/24 = 0
A/33 = Jq i>xp\ {r\ - rf) Vi da:
M34 = Jo ViP-(r04-r/)v2d.r
A/44 = y V2P-
(r*
- rf) V2 da;
It must be noted that the radii values, r0 and ri} are both functions of x, the location along the axis.
Consequently, the differential equations, Equations 3.54 and 3.55, were evaluated symbolically using
Mathematica [2] to construct the elements of the stiffness and mass matrices. The symbolic ma
nipulation produced the solution to the differential equations; these results were then programmed
into Matlab [3].
3.3 Finite Element Solution and Computer Program Incor
poration
The finite element solution described in the preceding section was incorporated into aMatlab M-file,
listed in Appendix C.2. The user is required to input the shaft geometry: such as radius at the left
and right ends, and length; and material properties.
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3.4 Composite Shaft Examples
The fundamental natural frequency of several composite shaft cases were determined using the
Matlab program and ANSYS. The effect of the taper angle on natural frequency was studied first,
and is discussed in Section 3.4.1. Secondly, Section 3.4.2 presents the results of a study on the effect
of the fiber angle orientation, and, lastly, Section 3.4.3 contains an example on the combined effects
of both taper angle and fiber orientation.
Refer to Figure 3.3 for the general geometry of the shafts modelled in the following sections.
Figure 3.3: General Shaft Geometry
The number of elements used in the Matlab program must be stated by the user. It was found
that as the number of elements used in the Matlab program were increased, the results converged
to the ANSYS results. In all cases, a sensitivity study was performed and the number of elements
used was found experimentally; this number was a compromise between the amount of elements
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Table 3.1: Material Properties of Composite Shaft Examples
Property Units Carbon Epoxy High-Modulus Carbon Epoxy
P
lb-s2
in4 0.0001449 0.000162
Ex Mpsi 19.2 65.25
E2 Mpsi 1.56 1.35
A3 Mpsi 1.56 1.35
G12 Mpsi 0.82 0.47
G23 Mpsi 0.49 0.48
G13 Mpsi 0.82 0.47
^12 0.24 0.31
that would yield reasonably accurate results, and the required efforts to find the desired natural
frequencies. The torsional and axial natural frequencies are found in Matlab by the user identifying
the corresponding mode shapes. Therefore, the more elements used in the analysis, the more mode
shapes the user would have to sort through to find the correct natural frequency.
All examples in this section consist of T300-5208 Carbon Epoxy. However, a High-Modulus
Carbon Epoxy was the material used in Case 4 of Section 3.4.2. Properties for both materials are
given in Table 3.1.
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3.4.1 Effect of Taper Angle on Dynamic Characteristics
Two cases were studied to examine the effect of the taper angle on the dynamic characteristics of
the tapered shaft. Both cases are of a hollow tapered shaft, each consisting of one ply of carbon
epoxy. The geometry and boundary conditions are listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Shaft Geometry for Study of Effect of Taper Angle
Units Case 1 Case 2
L in 3 6
Rol in 3 3
Tlayer in 0.01 0.01
0 degrees 0 0
Boundary Condition Fixed-Free Fixed-Free
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Case 1
Refer to Figures 3.4 and 3.5 for the results and comparison of the two programs, Matlab and
ANSYS.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of Taper Angle on Fundamental Torsional Natural Frequency (0
0, L = 3")
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Figure 3.5: Effect of Taper Angle on Fundamental Axial Natural Frequency (0 = 0,
L = 3")
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Case 2
Refer to Figures 3.6 and 3.7 for the results and comparison of the two programs.
6000
L=6 Inches, e=0 degrees, 12 Elements, Companson: Matlab vs. ANSYS
10 15
Taper Angle, a, degrees
Figure 3.6: Effect of Taper Angle on Fundamental Torsional Natural Frequency (0
0, L = 6")
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Figure 3.7: Effect of Taper Angle on Fundamental Axial Natural Frequency (0 = 0,
1 = 6")
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3.4.2 Effect of Fiber Angle Orientation on Dynamic Characteristics
Three cases, Cases 3, 4, and 5, were studied to examine the effects of the fiber angle orientation on
the dynamic characteristics of a hollow straight shaft. For each case, there were two layers of fibers,
of orientation 0. The geometry and boundary conditions are listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Shaft Geometry for Study of Effect of Fiber Angle Orientation
Units Case 3 Case 4 Case 5
L in 3 60 12
B.OL in 3 3 3.03
'layer in 0.005 0.005 0.03
Boundary Condition: Axial Fixed-Free Fixed-Free Free-Free
Boundary Condition: Torsional Fixed-Free Fixed-Free Fixed-Fixed
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Case 3
Refer to the results in Figure 3.8.
Carbon Epoxy Hollow Cylinder - Two Layers
L=3", R0l=3", t,=0.005"
Axial and Torsional: Fixed-Free
N 30000
Z 15000
E 10000
-Axial Matlab - -Q - Axial ANSYS -Tors Matlab Tors ANSYS
10 15 20
"a.
30 35 40 45 50 5
Ply Angle, Degrees
60 65 70 75 80 85 90
Figure 3.8: Effect of Fiber Angle on Axial and Torsional Fundamental Natural Fre
quency (8, L = 3")
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Case 4
Refer to Figure 3.9 for results. Note that this case is for High-Modulus Carbon Epoxy.
3000
I 2500
High-Modulus Carbon Epoxy Hollow Cylinder - Two Layers
L60", R0L=3", t|=0.03"
Axial and Torsional: Fixed-Free
- Axial Matlab -Li - Axial ANSYS Tors Matlab Tors ANSYS I
Figure 3.9: Effect of Fiber Angle on Axial and Torsional Fundamental Natural Fre
quency (8, L = 60")
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Case 5
Refer to Figure 3.10 for results. The shaft was free on both ends to move axially, assuming a flexible
coupling will be in place, and fixed on both ends torsionally.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of Fiber Angle on Axial and Torsional Fundamental Natural Fre
quency (0, L = 12")
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3.4.3 Effect of Taper Angle and Fiber Orientation on Dynamic Char
acteristics
A hollow tapered shaft was studied to examine the combined effects of both taper angle and fiber
angle orientation. This is a carbon epoxy shaft with two layers of fiber orientation 30. The
geometry and boundary condition is listed in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Shaft Geometry for Study of Combined Effects
Units Case 6
L in 3
ROL in 3
^layer in 0.005
Fiber Angle degrees 30
Boundary Condition Fixed-Free
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Case 6
Refer to Figures 3.11 and 3.12 for the results and comparison of the two programs.
x 1
o' L=3 inches. Theta= 30 degrees. 24 Elements. Comparison: Matlab vs ANSYS
-
-
y
X
_
-----Matlab
x ANSYS
-
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X
-
:
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10 15 20
Taper Angle, a. degrees
Figure 3.11: Effect of Taper Angle and Fiber Orientation on Fundamental Torsional
Natural Frequency
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10s L=3 inches. = t 30 degrees, 24 Elements. Comparison: Matlab vs ANSYS
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Figure 3.12: Effect of Taper Angle and Fiber Orientation on Fundamental Axial Nat
ural Frequency
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3.4.4 Discussion
The taper angle of the composite one layer shaft affects the fundamental torsional and axial natural
frequencies differently. Figures 3.4 and 3.6 of Cases 1 and 2 demonstrate that the composite
Matlab program predicts the fundamental torsional natural frequency of a hollow tapered shaft
with a fiber orientation of 0 and taper angles varying from 0 to 25 very well in comparison to
the ANSYS results. However, Figures 3.5 and 3.7 demonstrate that the results from the Matlab
program generally follow the same trend of the results from ANSYS for taper angles up to 15, but
increasingly underpredicts the fundamental axial natural frequency for taper angles greater than
15.
The effect of the fiber angle orientation varied greatly as illustrated in Figures 3.8, 3.9, and
3.10. Both the fundamental axial and torsional natural frequencies predicted by the composite
Matlab program followed the ANSYS model trend for the three cases containing double layered
hollow cylinders, Case 3, 4. and 5. However, in all cases, the Matlab program consistently under-
predicted the torsional natural frequency while the fiber orientation was greater than 25 and less
than 75. The composite Matlab predicted the fundamental axial natural frequency to be the
same as the ANSYS results for Case 4, when High-Modulus Carbon Epoxy was used. However, the
axial natural frequency predicted by the Matlab program deviated from the ANSYS results while
the fiber orientation ran from 25 to 75 for Case 3, and from 25 to 45 for Case 5.
Since the study of the effect of the fiber angle orientation demonstrated that the results are
poor when the angles of the double layered shaft are 30, that was the orientation chosen for
the study of the combined effects of the taper angle and fiber orientation. Figures 3.11 and 3.12
illustrate that the composite Matlab program consistently underpredicted the fundamental torsional
and axial natural frequencies by approximately 20%. However, the results follow the same trend as
the ANSYS results.
Although the composite Matlab program can generally predict the fundamental torsional
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natural frequency of hollow tapered shafts, the limitations for predicting the fundamental axial
natural frequency must be noted. For instance, the Matlab program consistently underpredicts the
fundamental axial natural frequency for taper angles greater than 15. Also, the axial results from
the Matlab program deviate from the ANSYS results for fiber orientations from approximately
25
to 75.
The fundamental torsional natural frequency trend is expected to be symmetric about 45.
The results from Matlab do not contain the symmetry. Sources of errors for the composite finite
element formulation are likely due to the assumptions made in Section 3.1.1.1: ae - 0 and az = 0.
These assumptions were made to simplify the analysis, however it is evident that neither assumption
is true for a tapered shaft. The hoop stress, ae, is not zero even for a cylindrical shaft; any shaft
will vibrate in the radial direction. For high taper angles the cross section does not remain planar,
and the radial stress is not perpendicular to the surface. These assumptions are more reasonable
for small taper angles, where the formulation yields good results. In general, relaxing constraints,
such as the hoop and radial stresses, leads to a softer model. The mathematical model would have
been stiffer had the hoop stress been included in the formulation. This would likely have affected
the results of the axial natural frequency prediction more than the torsional natural frequency.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
Two computer programs have been developed based on a finite element formulation for a hollow
tapered shaft of both isotropic and composite material. FETORS incorporates the finite element
solution for an isotropic hollow tapered shaft, and is a computer program that can be used for
calculating torsional natural frequencies and performing forced response simulations on general
multi-shaft rotating systems. A second finite element solution for a composite hollow tapered shaft
was programmed into a Matlab M-file for predicting axial and torsional natural frequencies of a
single layered or double layered shaft of any fiber orientation.
FETORS is an improvement over Rolls-Royce Corporation's current torsional rotordynamics
program, TAP, because it eliminated a modelling step by its ability to implicitly represent the
complex geometry of a hollow tapered shaft. FETORS was demonstrated to accurately predict the
torsional dynamic characteristics of rotor systems including forced response simulations. S. Boedo
[7] offered a revised derivation to H.D. Conway's [11] closed form solution of a tapered fixed-free
shaft. Results from FETORS compared favorably with the revised derivation. The program can be
used to analyze complex systems that include multiple shafts, speeds, materials, lumped inertias,
couplings, and damping sources.
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The composite Matlab program included several assumptions that led to some limitations of
analyzing shafts with certain geometries and properties; the hoop and radial stresses were considered
negligible. However, this program is useful for predicting the trends of the fundamental axial and
torsional natural frequencies as the fiber orientation or taper angle varies.
It is only a matter of time before composite materials will be used in conjunction with
traditional metal materials in the shafting of turbomachinery. A recommendation for future work
is to incorporate the composite finite element formulation in FETORS so that torsional analyses
can be performed on a rotor system containing both types of materials. Another suggestion for
future work is to include the hoop and radial stresses, ae and az, in the composite formulation, and
integrate the solution into the existing Matlab program.
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Appendix A
Energy Method for Isotropic Material
Formulation
A.l Element Stiffness Matrix
The element stiffness matrix can be derived using the energy method. The strain energy for the
element is given by [12]
2
\dx
The polar moment of inertia about the localxaxis for a hollow tapered beam, Ip, is given by
1 /' ( d0\
"-2jtG/'W &)
iX (A1)
U') = \ (Ro'y) - fl;V)) (A.2)
Expressions for the outer and inner radii of the hollow tapered torsional element are given by
Ro(x) = Rol + (Ror - Rol) j (A.3)
Ri{x) = Ril + (Rm ~ Ril) j (A.4)
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Substituting the matrix expression for the angular rotation, Equation 2.9, into Equation A.l. the
strain energy becomes
1 fl
V = - f GIp(x) (mmf dzd 0
By matrix manipulation, the strain energy can be expressed as be
V = llGIp(x)mT{ip'}T{fa}{0^}dx
For simplification, the strain energy can be written as
V = k0e}T[K]{0e}
where
and
[K}= [lGIp(x){4>'}Tmdx
J (j
i'-\T
wym
rt2
> { rtx rt2 }
rt2
rtrt
rt2rtx
rt22
since
drt(x) , l
oz I
Therefore, Equation A.9 becomes
drt(x)
dz
{rtfm
= rt = j
1
p
1
p
1
p
1
p
and the stiffness matrix becomes
[K}= fQGIp(x) 1 -1
-1 1
dz
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)
(All)
(A.12)
(A.13)
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A.2 Element Mass Matrix
The element mass matrix can be derived using the energy method. The kinetic energy for the
element is given by [12]
f) ix
where
o(x,t) = {rtx)}{e(t)y
Since
ft ) = (Mx)}me)2 = {eer^(x)n^(x)}{0e}
the kinetic energy can be simplified to be
1
where the mass matrix is
/ =^mT[M\m
[M] = j\lp(x){rtx)}TMx)} dx
and
{rtx)}T{rt*)} =
rt
rt
rt ^2
^1 ^1^2
ip2rt
rt2
After substituting Equation A. 19 into A. 18, the mass matrix becomes
[M]= fplpi
Jo
"01 ^1^2
^2^1 rt2
dx
(A. 14)
(A.15)
(A.16)
(A.17)
(A.18)
(A.19)
(A.20)
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Appendix B
Composite Matrix Coefficients
B.l Matrix Coefficients, Qy
On = 4Q66cos26l sin2# + cos26> (Qn cos28 + Q12 sm20) + sin26> (Q12 cos2<9 + Q22 sin2o)
Q12 = -4Q66cos26> sin20 + sin2*? (<Qn cos2<9 + Q12 sin20) + cos26> (Ql2 cos28 + Q22 sin26>)
0l3 = 0
Qu = 0
0l5 = o
<5i6 = -2(566Cos6> sin6> (cos26> - sin2^ +
cos6> sintf (Qn cos2<9 + Qi2 sin26>) -
cos# sin^ [Qi2 cos2# + Q22 sm20)
O22 = sin2/9 (Q12 cos2<9 + Qn sin2#) + cos26> (Q22 cos26> + Q12 sin20) + 2Q66cos/9 sin<9 sin2<9
O23 = 0
O24 = 0
Q25 = 0
O26 = cos/9 sin(9 (Q12 cos28 + Q11 sin26) - cosO sinO (Q22 cos26> + Q12 sin20) + Q66 (cos2(9 - sin2<9) sin2<9
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$33 = Q33
0s4 = 0
O35 = 0
0s6 = 0
Q44 = Q44 cos2(9 + Q55 sin2#
O45 = Qu cosO sin# + Q55 cos# sin#
Q46 = 0
O55 = Q55 cos26> + Q44 sin2/9
Ose = 0
Qqq = cosO sinO (Qw cosO sinO Qn cosO sinO) cos# sinO (Qu cos# sinO Q22 cosO sinO) +
Qee cos20 (cos26 - sin26)
B.2 Matrix Coefficients, Q ij
Qu = <3nCos4a + 4Q55Cos2a sin2a + <233sin4a
O12 = 0i2cos2a
Qw = (On + O33 - 4Q55) cos2a
sin2
a
0i4 = (Oie - 2Q45) cos2a sin a
Q15 =
'
- (On - O33 + (On + O33 - 4055) cos 2a) sin 2a
Qw = 0i6cos3a + 2045cosasin2a
O22 = O22
O23 = 0i2sin2a
O24 = 026sin a
O25 = O25COS a sin a
O26 = O26COS a
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O33 = <233COS4a + Qn sin4a + Q55sin22a
O34 0i6sin3a + 045COS a sin 2a
O35 = ^ (-On + O33 + (On + O33 - 405s) cos 2a) sin 2a
O36 = (0i6 - 2O45) cosasin2a
O44 = 044cos2a + 066sin2a
O45 = 2C0Sa (Oie - (Oie - 2O45) cos 2a
O46 = (O44 + 066 J cos a sin a
O55 = g(0ii + 033 + 4055-(0ii + 033-4055)cos4a
O56 = (0i6cos2a O45COS 2a) sin a
066 = 066cos2a + 044sin2a
B.3 Matrix Coefficients, Q13
On -jy, jz -~- (O13O22 2Q12Q13O23 + O11O23 + O12O33 O11O22O33)
O23 " O22O33 v
" '
Q12 = -~z -~ -~ (O16O23 O13O23O26 O16O22O33 + O12O26O33 + O13O22O36 _ O12O23O36
Q23 ~~ Q22Q33
Q22 = -~ -~ ~~ (O26O33
- 2Q23O26O36 + O22O36 + O23O66 O22O33O66
Q23 ~ Q22Q33
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Appendix C
Computer Programs
C.l FETORS in FORTRAN
84
ROTOR DYNAMICS ANALYSIS PROGRAM
C TORSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE
UNDAMPED NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND FORCED RESPONSE OF ROTATING
MACHINERY.
C ORIGINAL PROGRAM FOR LATERAL ANALYSIS WRITTEN BY: S.L. EDNEY
C* SECONDARY AUTHOR: LM. PARSLOW
C** ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
C** ROCHESTER, NY 14623. USA
C* TEL: 585-475-5788
C*.**.***.**....*..*.....*............................................
C...********..*******.......*****...**...*...*.**......................
C C CCC **? MAIN PROGRAM SEGMENT *** C C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (IV=404,IE=100,IB=20,IC=20,ID=100,IP=20,IBP=25)
DIMENSION AIR(IV,IV),BM(IV,IV),BCUV,IV),BKUV,IV),EL(IE),
1DL0(IE),DLI(IE),DR0(IE),EV(IE),EH(IE),BD(IBPIB,5),BS(IBPIB,5),
2NES(10) ,D(ID,5) ,E(IE) ,R(IE) ,DRI(IE) ,AXR(IE) ,BP(IB,3) ,DP(ID) ,
3AXL(IE),RR(2.IV),RI(2IV),G(IE),TqL(IE),XIR(IE),TQR(IE),NU(IE),
4DV(IC),DA(IC,2),
SCKXX(IC) .CKYY(IC) .CKTX(IC) ,CKTY(IC) ,CP(IC,2) ,PP(IP) ,PMX(IP) ,
6PMYUP) .PKXX(IP) .PKXY(IP) .PKYXCIP) .PKYY(IP) ,PCXX(IP) .PCXY(IP) ,
7PCYX(IP),PCYY(IP),ETL(IE),ETR(IE),XIL(IE),AII(IV,IV),PHK(IE),
8TR(2IV,2IV),TI(2IV,2*IV),PHKIE),DKLI(IE),DKR0(IE),DKRI(IE),
9RATI0(10,3),T0RqUE(IV),CTP(IP),CTD0F(IP,4),NSC(IB,2),SCR(IB),
lDKLO(IE) ,SCRM(IB,20) .RDAMP(IV)
REAL*8 NU
COMPLEX TORQUE
INTEGER U1,U2,U3,U4,U5,BP,CP,DA,DP,PP,CTP
CHARACTER ANTYPE4,INFILE15,0UTFILE1S
COMMON BM.BC.BK,TORQUE /BIGA/ TR.TI /BIGV/ RR.RI /DUMA/ AIR,All
1/BEAM/ EL,DLO,DRO,DLI,DRI,DKLO,DKLI,DKRO,DKRI,EV,EH,AXL,AXR,
2TQL,TQR,ETL,ETR,XIL,XIR,E,G,R,NU, /BEARING/ BD.BS.BP
3/DISC/ D.DP /DAMPING/ DV,DA/COUPLING/ CKXX , CKYY , CKTX , CKTY , CP , CPS
4/CONS/ CTP , CTDOF/PEDS/ PKXX , PKXY , PKYX , PKYY , PCXX , PCXY , PCYX , PCYY ,
5PMX.PMY.PP
6/SYSPARAM/ RTD,NAL,NAT,NIM,NB,NC,ND,NP,NE,NES,NS,NCT, AS.NOP.NDA
7/SCRIT/ SCR.SCRM.NSCR.NSC.NWHIRL /PROPS/ PHI.PHK /UNITS/ AU
8/PLT/ U5.LP
C CCC OPEN INPUT/OUTPUT FILES C
WRITE(.,.)
WRITE(.,)
WRITE(>,)
WRITE(,)
WRITE(,)
WRITE(,)
WRITE(,)
WRITE(,)
WRITE(,)
WRITE(,)
WRITE(,)
WRITE(,)
FINITE ELEMENT TORSIONAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
RIT. ROCHESTER NY
1001 WRITE(>,) 'ENTER NAME OF INPUT FILE (MAX 15
CHARACTERS):'
READ(5,'(A15)') INFILE
OPEN CUNIT=2 . STATUS= ' OLD ' , FILE=INFILE , IOSTAT=I)
IF CI .NE.0) GOTO 1001
1002 WRITE(,) 'ENTER NAME OF OUTPUT FILE (MAX 15
CHARACTERS):'
READ(5,'(A15)') OUTFILE
IF (OUTFILE .EQ. ") GOTO 1002
OPEN (UNIT=3 , STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ' , FILE-OUTFILE)
OPEN (UNIT=7 , STATUS" 'UNKNOWN ' , FILE- ' fetors . err ' )
0PEN(UNIT=8 , STATUS- ' OLD ' , FILE= ' /home/nfsl-c/wzm6zl/fetors . ver ' )
OPEN (UNIT=9 , STATUS- ' UNKNOWN ', FILE= ' Ietors . pit ' )
C CCC SET UP LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS AND CONSTANTS C
Ul-2
U2-3
U3=7
U4=8
U5-9
PI-3. 1415926535898
RTD-180 . 0/PI
REPT-0
LP-0
C CCC WRITE OUT PROGRAM BANNER C
CALL HEAD(U2,U3,U4)
WRITE(U2,1000)
1000 FORMATdH )
C CCC CALL DATA INPUT SUBROUTINE C
IERROR-0
CALL INPUT (U1,U2,U3,U5,PI, IERROR . STRT , SINC , SFIN . ANTYPE ,
1 NR.NV, RATIO, DRM.NVR)
C CCC IF DATA INPUT ERROR THEN STOP PROGRAM C
IF (IERROR .Eq. 1) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR IN DATA INPUT FILE FORMATTING'
STOP
ENDIF
C CCC IF DATA CHECK ONLY REQUIRED THEN STOP C
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'CHEO THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'PROGRAM END'
STOP
ENDIF
C CCC CHECK IF TORSIONAL NATURAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS REQUESTED C
WRITE(U2,U)
11 F0RMAT(//,1X,' TORSIONAL NATURAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS')
WRITE(U2,12)
12 FORMATdX,' ****************??*#****.*..***')
C CCC WRITE OUT SYSTEM NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR FORCED RESPONSE
ANALYSIS C
IDUM=0
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'FORO THEN
NR-0.0
NV-0.0
IDUM-1
ENDIF
C CCC BUILD UP SYSTEM MATRICES C
IF (IDUM .EQ.1) ANTYPE(1:4)-'FREE'
OMEGA-1.0
CALL SETUP(U2, OMEGA, 0MEGA1,PI,NSDF,ANTYPE,RATIO,RDAMP , DRM , NVR)
C CCC TORSIONAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES C
CALL TORNAT (U2 , U5 , PI , OMEGA , OMEGA 1 , NR , NV , NSDF , RDAMP)
14 CONTINUE
IF (IDUM .EQ. 0) THEN
WRITE(>,') 'PROGRAM END'
STOP
ENDIF
C CCC TORSIONAL FORCED RESPONSE ANALYSIS REQUESTED C
1 CONTINUE
IF (IDUM .EQ. 1) ANTYPE(1:4)='F0RC
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TORSIONAL FORCED RESPONSE ANALYSIS')
')
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'FORO THEN
WRITE (U2, 7)
7 F0RMAT(//,1X,
WRITE (U2, 8)
8 FORMATdX,'
C CCC SET UP SPEED LOOP C
IF (SINC .EQ. O.O) SINC-SFIN-STRT
DO 500 RPM=STRT,SFIN,SINC
OMEGA=RPMPI/30 . 0
C CCC BUILD UP SYSTEM MATRICES FOR A GIVEN OMEGA C
CALL SETUPOH, OMEGA, 0MEGA1, PI, NSDF,ANTYPE,RATIO, RDAMP,DRM.NVR)
C CCC EXECUTE FORCED RESPONSE ANALYSIS C
CALL BUILD(U2, PI, OMEGA,NSDF ..RATIO)
C
500 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC NOTIFY PROGRAM END C
WRITE(,) 'PROGRAM END'
C CCC STOP PROGRAM C
STOP
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TORSIONAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES
AND MODE SHAPES C C
SUBROUTINE T0RNAT(U2,U5,PI, OMEGA,OMEGA 1 , NR , NV , NSDF, RDAMP)
C CCC DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS:
C C RR REAL PART OF COMPUTED EIGENVALUE
C Rl IMAGINARY PART OF COMPUTED EIGENVALUE
C TR MATRIX OF FIRST ORDER SYSTEM
C NV NUMBER OF VECTORS REQUIRED (LAST UPWARDS)
C VECR REAL PART OF COMPUTED EIGENVECTOR
C VECI IMAGINARY PART OF COMPUTED EIGENVECTOR
C IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (IV-404.IP-20)
DIMENSION BM(IV.IV) ,BC(IV, IV) ,BK(IV,IV) ,TR(2*IV,2*IV) ,RR(2*IV) ,
1RI (2IV) , IANA(2*IV) ,TI (2IV , 2IV) , VECR(2IV) , VECI (2*IV) ,
2PKXX(IP) .PKXY(IP) ,PKYX(IP) ,PKYY(IP) ,PCXX(IP) ,PCXY(IP) ,PCYX(IP) ,
3PCYY(IP) ,PMX(IP) ,PMY(IP) ,PP(IP) ,AIR(IV,IV) ,AII(IV,IV) ,NES(10) .
4RS(2IV) ,TORQUE(IV) ,RDAMP(IV)
INTEGER U2.U5.PP
CHARACTER TYPE2
COMPLEX TORQUE
COMMON BM.BC.BK.TORqUE /BIGA/ TR.TI /BIGV/ RR.RI /DUMA/ AIR,All
1/SYSPARAM/ RTD,NAL, NAT,NIM,NB,NC,ND,NP,NE,NES,NS,NCT,AS.NOP.NDA
2/PEDS/ PKXX , PKXY ,PKYX,PKYY,PCXX,PCXY,PCYX, PCYY , PMX , PMY , PP
ANORM (THE) =MOD (THE+4 . 0PI , 2 . 0PI)
C CCC INITIALIZE MATRICES C
DO 20 1=1,NSDF
DO 10 J-l.NSDF
TI(I,J)-BK(I,J)
AIR(I,J)=0.0
AII(I,J)-0.0
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
C CCC INVERT INERTIA MATRIX C
DET-0.0
CALL ARRAY(2,NSDF.NSDF,IV,IV,AIR,BM)
CALL MINV(AIR,NSDF,DET)
C CCC CHECK FOR SINGULAR MATRIX, STOP PROGRAM C
IF (DET .EQ. 0) THEN
WRITE(,*) 'SYSTEM INERTIA MATRIX IS
SINGULAR'
RETURN
ENDIF
C CCC CONVERT BACK TO 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY C
CALL ARRAYd, NSDF, NSDF, IV, IV,AIR,AID
C CCC SET UP EIGENVALUE PROBLEM OF FORM [TR] .<X>-0MEGA"2.{X} C
DO 350 I-l.NSDF
DO 340 J-1, NSDF
TR(I,J>=0.0
AIR(I,J)=0.0
DO 330 K-l.NSDF
TR(I,J)=TR(I,J)-fAII(I,K)TI(K,J)
330 CONTINUE
340 CONTINUE
350 CONTINUE
DO 45 I-l.NSDF
DO 46 J-l.NSDF
AIR(I,J)-TR(I,J)
AII(I,J)=0.0
TI(I,J)=0.0
46 CONTINUE
45 CONTINUE
C CCC REDUCE TO UPPER ALMOST TRIANGULAR FORM C
IA=NSDF
CALL ARRAY(2,IA,IA,IV,IV,AII,AIR)
CALL HSBC(IA,AII,IA)
C CCC COMPUTE EIGENVALUES C
IF (NR .EQ.0) NR-NSDF
CALL ATEIGdA,All,RR.RI .IANA.IA,NSDF)
C CCC SORT EIGENVALUES STARTING WITH SMALLEST C
RMIN-ABS(RRd))
RMAX-ABS(RR(NSDF))
DO 360 1=1. NSDF
IF (ABS(RRU)) .LE. RMIN) THEN
RMIN-ABS(RRCD)
IMIN-I
ENDIF
IF (ABS(RRU)) .GE. RMAX) THEN
RMAX-ABS(RR(D)
IMAX=I
ENDIF
360 CONTINUE
RS(1)=RR(IMIN)
RSCNSDF)-RR(IHAX)
DO 365 I-2.NSDF-1
RS(I)=RR(IHAX)
DO 370 J-1, NSDF
IF (ABS(RRU)) .GT. ABS(RS(I-D) -AND.
1 ABS(RRU)) .LT. ABS(RS(I))) RS(I)=RR(J)
370 CONTINUE
365 CONTINUE
C CCC OUTPUT COMPUTED EIGENVALUES C
WRITE(U2,400)
400 FORMAT (//,6X,' EIGENVALUE ', 5X NATURAL FREQUENCY')
WRITE(U2,405)
405 FORMATdH ,28X,
'CPM'
,//)
C CCC DIMENSIONALIZE EIGENVALUES AND WRITE OUT VALUES C
DO 420 K=1,NR
IF (RS(K) .LT. 0.01) RS(K)=0.0
R1=SQRT(ABS(RS(K))0MEGA1)
RDAMP (K)-Rl
WRITE(U2,418) K.RH30.0/PI
418 F0RMAT(T10,I3,T25,E12.5)
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420 CONTINUE
C CCC WRITE OUT RESULTS PLOTTING FILE C
IF (NV .EQ. 0) THEN
NRO-NR
IF (NR .EQ. 0) NRO-10
ELSE.
NRO-NV
ENDIF
C CCC SET UP EIGENVECTOR LOOP C
IF (NV .NE. 0) THEN
DO 108 1=1,NSDF
DO 107 J-1,NSDF
AIR(I,J)=TR(I,J)
107 CONTINUE
108 CONTINUE
IF (NV .GT. NSDF) NV-NSDF
DO 100 IT=1,NV
RRR=RS(IT)
RRI-0 . 0
DO 112 I-l.NSDF
DO 111 J-l.NSDF
TR(I,J)=AIR(I,J)
111 CONTINUE
112 CONTINUE
C CCC DETERMINE EIGENVECTORS C
CALL SOLVE(NSDF,VECR,VECI,RRR,RRI)
C CCC NORMALIZE EIGENVECTORS TO LARGEST DISPLACED VALUE, NB.
UNCOUPLED MODES C
CMOD-0.0
DO 38 INRM-l.NSDF
DRMOD=DABS (VECRdNRM) )
IF (DRMOD .GT.CMOD) THEN
CMOD=DRMOD
ENDIF
38 CONTINUE
DO 39 INRM-l.NSDF
VECR(INRM)=VECR(INRM)/CMOD
IF (ABS(VECRdNRM)) .LT.0.0001) VECR(INRM)=0.0
39 CONTINUE
C CCC WRITE OUT RESULTS FOR GIVEN EIGENVALUE C
VR1-SQRT(ABS(RS(IT))0MEGA1)
WRITE(U2,95) IT.VRK30.0/PI
95 FORMAT(//,' FREQUENCY ',13,' =
'.E12.5,' EIGENVECTOR:',/)
WRITE (U2, 105)
105 FORMATdlX,' NODE DEFLECTION')
MO-0
DO 115 1=1,NS
WRITE (U2, 104)
104 FORMAT(/)
DO 110 M-1,NES(I)+1
ME=MO*M
WRITE(U2,120) ME.VECR(ME)
110 CONTINUE
MO=MO+NES(I)-H
115 CONTINUE
120 F0RMAT(13X,I3,8X,E12.5)
100 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE FOR DATA INPUT AND ECHO C C
SUBROUTINE INPUT (Ul , U2 , U3 , U5 , PI , IERROR , STRT , SINC , SFIN , ANTYPE ,
1 NR.NV,RATIO,DRM.NVR)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (IV=404 , IE=100 , IB=20 , IC-20 , ID-100 , IP=20 , IBP=25)
DIMENSION EL(IE) ,DLO(IE) ,DLI(IE) ,R(IE) ,EV(IE) ,EH(IE) ,G(IE) ,
1AXL(IE),BD(IBPIB,5),BS(IBPIB,5),D(ID,5),BP(IB,3),DP(ID),
3DRKIE) ,E(IE) ,AXR(IE) ,EI1(IE) ,EI2(IE) , PHI (IE) ,EM2(IE) ,TQL(IE) ,
4TQR(IE) ,NU(IE) ,DV(IC) ,DA(IC,2) ,CKXX(IC) ,CKYY(IC) ,CKTX(IC) .CKTY(IC)
5,CP(IC,2) ,PP(IP) ,PMX(IP) ,PMY(IP) ,PKXX(IP) ,PKXY(IP) .PKYX(IP) ,
6PKYY(IP) ,PCXX(IP) ,PCXY(IP) ,PCYX(IP) ,PCYY(IP) , EMI (IE) ,DRO(IE) ,
7ETR(IE) ,ETL(IE) ,XIL(IE) ,XIR(IE) ,RATI0(10,3) ,NES(10) ,CTP(IP) .CTDOF
8(IP,4) ,SCR(IB) ,NSC(IB,2) ,DKLO(IE) ,DKLI(IE) ,DKRO(IE) .DKRKIE) ,
9PHK(IE) ,SCRM(IB,20) ,TORQUE(IV)
INTEGER U1,U2,U3,U5,BP,CP,DA,DP,PP,CTP
REAL8 NU.NU1
COMPLEX TORQUE
COMMON BM,BC,BK,TORqUE
1/BEAM/ EL,DLO,DRO,DLI,DRI,DKLO,DKLI,DKRO,DKRI,EV,EH,AXL,
2AXR,TQL,TQR,ETL,ETR,XIL,XIR,E,G,R,NU /BEARING/ BD.BS.BP
3/PROPS/ PHI.PHK /DAMPING/ DV.DA /COUPLING/ CKXX , CKYY . CKTX , CKTY , CP ,
4CPS /DISC/ D.DP
5/PEDS/ PKXX.PKXY, PKYX ,PKYY,PCXX,PCXY,PCYX,PCYY,PMX,PMY,PP
6/SYSPARAM/ RTD,NAL,NAT,NIM,NB,NC,ND,NP,NE,NES,NS,NCT, AS.NOP.NDA
7/SCRIT/ SCR,SCRM,NSCR,NSC,NWHIRL /CONS/ CTP, CTDOF /UNITS/ AU
CHARACTER TITLE80,SUB*3,SUBE*3,ANTYPE4,DUMMY188,NAME188,
1NAMES*188,DTITLE*80,BTYP*1,D0F*16,UNITS*4
C CCC INITIALIZE FREE-FORMAT ROUTINE C
CALL INITFF(U1,U3)
C CCC SET SYSTEM PARAMETERS TO ZERO C
NB-0
NC-0
ND=0
NDA=0
NE-0
NP-0
NIM-0
NAL=0
NAT-0
NCT-0
NSCR=0
C CCC INPUT PROBLEM TITLE C
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(TITLE,80,0)
C CCC INPUT UNITS TYPE (METRIC OR IMPERIAL) C
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(UNITS,4,0)
IF (UNITS(1:4) .NE. 'METR' .AND. UNITS(1:4) .NE. 'IMPE') THEN
WRITE (U2, 2)
2 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT ERROR - NO UNITS TYPE SPECIFIED')
IERROR-1
RETURN
ENDIF
AU-1 . 0
IF (UNITS(1:4) .EQ. 'IMPE') AU=386.4
C CCC START OF READ LOOP C
1 CONTINUE
C CCC INPUT DATA READ TYPE C
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUB,3,3)
CALL IREAD(N,0,ICHECK)
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IF (N .EQ. 0) N-l
C CCC IF SUB = ELEMENT : INPUT BEAM ELEMENT DATA C
IF (SUB(1:3) .EQ. 'ELE') THEN
C CCC INITIALIZE CONSTANTS C
NS-N
K1=0
K2=0
K3-0
K4-0
K5-0
DO 30 1=1,NS
C CCC INPUT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS PER SHAFT C
CALL READLN
CALL IREAD(NES(I),0,ICHECK)
NE=NE+NES(I)
C CCC INPUT DATA CODE IDENTIFIER C
5 CONTINUE
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUB,3,3)
C CCC IF SUB - GEOMETRY : INPUT GEOMETRY OF BEAM ELEMENTS C
IF (SUB(1:3) .EQ. 'GEO') THEN
DO 10 J=1,NES(I)
K1=K1*1
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(BTYP,1,3)
CALL FREADCELDUM.O.ICHECK)
EL(K1)=ABS(ELDUM)
CALL FREAD(DLO(K1),0,ICHECK)
IF (BTYP(1:1) .EQ. 'T') THEN
CALL FREAD(DR0(K1),0,ICHECK)
ELSE
DRO(K1)-DLO(K1)
ENDIF
CALL FREAD(DLI(K1),0,ICHECK)
IF (BTYP(1:1) .EQ. 'T') THEN
CALL FREAD(DRI(K1),0,ICHECK)
ELSE
DRI(K1)=DLI(K1)
ENDIF
DKL0(K1)-DL0(K1)
DKLI(K1)=DLI(K1)
DKR0(K1)=DR0(K1)
DKRKKl)-DRI(Kl)
IF (ELDUM -LT.0) THEN
CALL READLN
CALL FREAD(DKL0(K1),0,ICHECK)
IF (BTYP(1:1) .EQ.'T') THEN
CALL FREAD(DKR0(K1),0,ICHECK)
ELSE
DKR0(K1)=DKL0(K1)
ENDIF
CALL FREAD(DKLI(K1),0,ICHECK)
IF (BTYP(lll) EQ. 'TO THEN
CALL FREAD(DKRI(K1),0,ICHECK)
ELSE
DKRI(Kl)-DKLKKl)
ENDIF
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUBE,3,3)
IF (SUBE(1:3) .NE. 'END') THEN
WRITE (U2, 25)
25 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT ERROR - ELEMENT GEOMETRY')
IERR0R=1
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDIF
C CCC IF SUB = ECCENTRICITY : INPUT ELEMENT MASS ECCENTRICITY
DATA C
IF (SUB(1:3) -EQ. 'ECO THEN
NIM=1
DO 21 J=1,NES(I)
K2-K2-H
CALL READLN
CALL FREAD(ETL(K2),0,ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(ETR(K2),0,ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(XIL(K2).0,ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(XIR(K2),0,ICHECK)
21 CONTINUE
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUBE,3,3)
IF (SUBE(1:3) .NE. 'END') THEN
WRITE (U2, 26)
26 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT ERROR - ELEMENT ECCENTRICIES ' )
IERR0R=1
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (SUB(1:3) .NE. 'END') GOTO 5
30 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC IF SUB = MATERIALS : INPUT MATERIAL PROPERTIES DATA C
IF (SUB(1:3) .EQ. 'MAT') THEN
NM=N
DO 45 1=1,NM
CALL READLN
CALL FREAD(E1,0,ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(R1,0,ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(NU1,0,ICHECK)
CALL IREADdl.O.ICHECK)
IF (II -EQ.0) THEN
11=1
IINC=1
IJ=NE
ELSE
CALL IREAD(IINCO.ICHECK)
IF (IINC EQ. 0) IINC=1
CALL IREAD(IJ,0,ICHECK)
ENDIF
DO 40 J-II,IJ,IINC
E(J)=E1
IF (NU1 -NE.0.0) THEN
G(J)=El/(2.0+2.0NUl)
ELSE
G(J)0.0
ENDIF
R(J)-R1/AU
NU(J)-NU1
40 CONTINUE
45 CONTINUE
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUBE,3,3)
IF (SUBE(1:3) NE. 'END') THEN
WRITE(U2,48)
48 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT ERROR - MATERIAL PROPERTIES')
IERROR-1
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDIF
C CCC IF SUB = DISC : INPUT DISC COEFFICIENTS DATA C
IF (SUB(1:3) EQ. 'DIS') THEN
ND-N
DO 60 1=1,NE
CALL READLN
CALL IREADUDP.O.ICHECK)
DP(I)=IDP
CALL FREAD(DC,0,ICHECK)
IF (ICHECK -EQ. 1 .OR. ICHECK .EQ. 2) THEN
D(I,2)=0.0
ELSE
D(I,2)=DC/AU
ENDIF
CALL FREAD(DT, 0, ICHECK)
D(I,3)=DT
CALL FREAD(DPH, 0, ICHECK)
D(I,4)-DPH
CALL FREAD(DSPR, 0, ICHECK)
D(I,5)=DSPR
C CCC DSPR=SPEED RATIO C
60 CONTINUE
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUBE,3,3)
IF (SUBE(1:3) .NE. 'END') THEN
WRITE (U2, 65)
65 FORMATdX,1 DATA INPUT ERROR - DISC VARIABLES')
IERR0R=1
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDIF
C CCC IF SUB = COUPLING : INPUT INTER-SHAFT COUPLING DATA C
IF (SUB(1:3) .EQ. 'COU') THEN
NC-N
DO 68 I-l.NC
CALL READLN
CALL IREAD(CP(I,1),0, ICHECK)
CALL IREAD(CP(I, 2), 0, ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(CKXX(I),0, ICHECK)
68 CONTINUE
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUBE,3,3)
IF (SUBE(1:3) NE. 'END') THEN
WRITE (U2, 69)
69 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT ERROR - COUPLING VARIABLES')
IERROR-1
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDIF
C CCC IF SUB - DAMPING : INPUT INTER-NODE DAMPING DATA C
IF (SUB(1:3) -EQ. 'DAM') THEN
NDA=N
DO 66 1=1, NDA
CALL READLN
CALL IREAD(DA(I,1),0, ICHECK)
CALL IREAD(DA(I,2),0, ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(DV(I),0, ICHECK)
66 CONTINUE
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUBE,3,3)
IF (SUBE(1:3) .NE. 'END') THEN
WRITE (U2, 67)
67 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT ERROR - DAMPING VARIABLES')
IERR0R=1
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDIF
C CCC IF SUB = CONSTRAINT : INPUT ZERO ANGULAR CONSTRAINTS C
IF (SUB(1:3) .EQ. 'CON') THEN
NCT=N
DO 72 1=1,NCT
CALL READLN
CALL IREAD(CTP(I),0, ICHECK)
CTD0F(I,1)=1.0
76 CONTINUE
72 CONTINUE
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(SUBE,3,3)
IF (SUBE(1:3) .NE. 'END') THEN
WRITE(U2,79)
79 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT ERROR - CONSTRAINTS')
IERR0R=1
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDIF
C CCC IF SUB = STOP : CHECK FOR END OF DATA INPUT C
IF (SUB(1:3) -NE. 'STO') GOTO 1
C CCC INPUT TYPE OF ANALYSIS: FREE - UNDAMPED TORSIONAL NATURAL
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS C : FORCED -
SYNCHRONOUS FORCED RESPONSE ANALYSIS C
CALL READLN
CALL AREAD(ANTYPE,4,3)
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) EQ. 'CHEO STOP
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'FREE') THEN
CALL IREAD(NR,0, ICHECK)
IF (ICHECK .Eq.1 .OR. ICHECK .EQ. 2) THEN
NR-0
NV-0
NWHIRL-0
ELSE
CALL IREAD(NV,0, ICHECK)
IF (ICHECK .EQ.1 .OR. ICHECK .EQ. 2) NV=0
ENDIF
ENDIF
C CCC INPUT RUNNING SPEED RANGE C
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'FORO THEN
CALL FREAD(STRT,0, ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(SINC,0, ICHECK)
CALL FREAD(SFIN,0, ICHECK)
IF (SINC .EQ. 0) SINC-SFIN-STRT
IF (SINC .EQ. 0) SINC=1.0
CALL FREAD(DRM,0, ICHECK)
CALL IREAD(NVR,0, ICHECK)
C CCC DRM-MODAL DAMPING RATIO CCC NVR=NUMBER OF EIGENVECTORS
TO USE FOR FORCED RESPONSE C
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ENDIF
RATI0(1,1)-1.0
IF (NS .GT. 1) THEN
CALL READLN
DO 130 1=1,NS
CALL FREAD (RAT,0, ICHECK)
IF (ICHECK Eq. 0) RATIO (1,1) -RAT
130 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC ECHO DATA INPUT TO RESULTS OUTPUT FILE CCC
NSDF-0
DO 3 1=1,NS
NSDF=NSDF+NES(I)+1
3 CONTINUE
IP1-INDEX(TITLE, ' ')
DTITLE- '..........................................a...............
I*.**......*.*..*...*.* '
WRITE(U2,135) TITLEd: IP1-1)
135 F0RMAT(//,1X,A80)
WRITE(U2,136) DTITLE(1:IP1-1)
136 FORMAT (IX,A80,//)
C CCC WRITE OUT UNITS TYPE C
IF (UNITS(1:4) .EQ. 'METRO THEN
WRITE(U2,138)
138 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT IN METRIC UNITS',//)
ELSE
WRITE(U2,139)
139 FORMATdX,' DATA INPUT IN IMPERIAL UNITS',//)
ENDIF
C CCC EVALUATE BEAM ELEMENT PROPERTIES C
DD 140 1=1,NE
EIKI) = (E(I)*PI(DKL0(I)4-DKLI(I)*4))/64.0
EI2(I)=(E(I)PI(DKR0(I)4-DKRI(I)*4))/64.0
EMI (I) -R(I)PI*0 . 25* (DLO (I) "2-DLI (I)*2)
EM2(I)-R(I)PI0.25(DR0(I)2-DRI(I)**2)
140 CONTINUE
C CCC WRITE OUT BEAM ELEMENT DATA C
WRITE (U2, 150)
150 F0RMAT(25X,18H BEAM ELEMENT DATA//)
WRITE(U2,155) NS
155 FORMATdX,' NUMBER OF ROTOR SHAFTS OF SYSTEM - ',12,//)
WRITE(U2,160)
160 FORMATdH ELEMENT.NO. LENGTH LEFT-END DIAMETERS RIGHT-END
1 DIAMETERS YOUNGS M SHEAR M DENSITY')
WRITE (U2, 170)
170 FORMATdH , ' IN" 0UTER
I!raER
1 OUTER',/)
K1=0
ELM=0.0
WT=0.0
EIVAL=0.0
POLA=0.0
DO 200 KK-l.NS
DO 190 K=1+K1,K1+NES(KK)
WRITE(U2, 180) K,EL(K) ,DLI(K) ,DLO(K) ,DRI(K) ,DRO(K) ,E(K) ,G(K) ,
1 R(K)AU
WRITE(U2,185) DKLKK) ,DKLO(K) ,DKRI(K) ,DKRO(K)
180 F0RMAT(4X,I2,5X,8(1X,E10.4))
185 F0RMAT(22X,4(1X,E10.4))
ELM-ELM+EL(K)
VOL=PIEL(K)(DLD(K).DLO(K)-DLI(K)*DLI(K)+DLO(K)*DRO(K)-
1 DLI (K)DRI (K) +DRO(K) >DRO (K) -DRI (K) *DRI (K) ) /12 . 0
WT=WT+R(K)*VOL
EIVAL-EIVAL+PH (DKLO (K)4+ (DKLO (K)3)DKRO (K)*
1 (DKLO(K)>DKR0(K))2+DKLO(K)(DKRO(K)<3)+DKRO(K)*4-
2 DKLI (K)4- (DKLI (K)3) *DKRI (K) - (DKLI (K)DKRI (K) )"2-
3 DKLI(K).(DKRI(K)3)-DKRI(K)4)/320.0
PIVAL=PI(DLO(K)4+(DL0(K)3)DRO(K) +
1 (DL0(K)DR0(K))2+DLD(K)(DR0(K)3)->DR0(K)"4-
2 DLI (K)*4- (DLI (K)3)DRI (K) - (DLI (K)DRI (K) )2-
3 DLI(K)(DRI(K)..3)-DRI(K)"4)/160.0
POLA=POLA+PIVALR(K)EL(K)
190 CONTINUE
Kl-KltNES(KK)
200 CONTINUE
C CCC ADD DISC COEFFICIENTS C
DD 205 K-l.ND
P0LA=P0LA+D(K,2)
205 CONTINUE
C CCC WRITE OUT BEAM SECTION PROPERTIES C
WRITECU2.210)
210 F0RMAT(///,1H ELEMENT.NO. EKL) EKR) MPL(L) MPL(
IR)',/)
Kl-0
DO 240 KK=1,NS
DO 230 K=1+K1,K1+NES(KK)
WRITE(U2.220) K.EIKK) ,EI2(K) ,EM1(K)*AU.EM2(K)*AU
220 F0RMAT(4X,I2,5X,4(1X,E10.4))
230 CONTINUE
K1-K1+NESCKK)
240 CONTINUE
C CCC WRITE OUT ZERO ANGULAR CONSTRAINT DATA C
IF (NCT .NE.0) THEN
WRITE(U2,342)
342 FORMAT (/, 20X, ' ZERO ANGULAR CONSTRAINTS'./)
WRITE (U2. 343)
343 FORMATC NODE CONSTRAINED FREEDOM',/)
DO 345 K=1,NCT
D0F(1:16)-'
IF (CTD0F(K,1) .EQ.1) D0F(8: 12)-'TKETA'
WRITE (U2, 344) CTP(K) ,DOF
344 F0RMAT(4X,I2,4X,A16)
345 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC WRITE OUT COUPLING INFORMATION C
IF (NC .NE.0) THEN
WRITE (U2, 351)
351 F0RMAT(//,20X,' COUPLING INFORMATION',/)
WRITE (U2, 352)
352 FORMATC N0DE1 N0DE2 TORSIONAL STIFFNESS'/)
DO 355 K-l.NC
WRITE(U2,354) CP(K.l) ,CP(K,2) ,CKXX(K)
354 F0RMAT(3X,I3,4X,I3,8X,E12.6)
355 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC WRITE OUT DAMPING INFORMATION C
IF (NDA .NE.0) THEN
WRITE (U2, 346)
346 F0RMAT(//,20X,' DAMPING INFORMATION' ,/)
WRITE (U2, 347)
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347 FORMATC NODE1 N0DE2 DAMPING VALUE'/)
DO 349 K-l.NDA
WRITE(U2,348) DA(K, 1) ,DA(K,2) ,DV(K)
348 F0RMAT(3X,I3,4X,I3,8X,F7.3)
349 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC WRITE OUT DISC COEFFICIENTS INFORMATION C
IF (ND .NE. 0) THEN
WRITE(U2,360)
360 F0RMAT(//,20X,' DISC COEFFICIENTS INFORMATION',/)
WRITE(U2,370)
370 FORMATOX, 'NODE' ,8X, 'POLAR INERTIA' , 10X, 'TORQUE' , 10X, 'PHASE ANGL
IE', 8X, 'SPEED RATIO',/)
DO 380 K=1,ND
WRITE (U2, 375) DP(K) ,D(K,2)*AU,D(K,3) ,D(K,4) ,D(K,S)
375 FORMATOX, 13, 10X,Ell.4, 8X, Ell. 4, 10X, F6.2, 14X.FS.3)
C IF (NS .EQ. 1 .AND. DP(K) .GT. NE+1) THEN C
WRITE(U2,50) C 50 FORMATdX, 'DATA INPUT ERROR - DISC
POSITION') C ENDIF
380 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC WRITE OUT TORqUE VECTOR C
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'FORCO THEN
WRITE(U2,381)
381 F0RMAT(//,32X, 'TORQUE VECTOR',/)
WRITE (U2,382)
382 FORMAT (24X, 'NODE' ,7X, 'REAL' ,6X, 'IMAGINARY' ,/)
DO 238 I=1,NE+1
TORQUE(I)=0.0
238 CONTINUE
DO 242 K=1,ND
I=DP(K)
T0RQUE(I)-T0RqUE(I)+ (D(K,3)*C0S(D(K,4)/(RTD)))/(D(K,5))
1 -(0.0,1.0)(D(K,3)SIN(D(K,4)/(RTD)))/(D(K,5))
242 CONTINUE
DO 243 1=1,NSDF
WRITE(U2,239) I , REAL (TORQUE ( I ) ) ,AIMAG(TORqUE(I)>
239 F0RMAT(24X,I3,3X,F10.2,1X,F10.2)
243 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC WRITE OUT MODAL DAMPING RATIO C
IF (DRM .NE.0.0) THEN
WRITE (U2, 241) DRM
241 F0RMAT(//.1X, 'MODAL DAMPING RATIO \F5.3)
ENDIF
C CCC WRITE OUT TOTALS C
WRITE(U2,245) ELM,EIVAL,POLA*AU
245 FORMAT (/' TOTAL OVERALL LENGTH -
'.E12.6,'
1M0MENT-AREA = \E12.6,' POLAR INERTIA
- '
,E12.6)
C CCC WRITE OUT IDEALIZATION OF ROTOR SYSTEM C
IF (NE .LE. 50) THEN
WRITE(U2,430)
430 FORMATC//,' DISC (d) * CONSTRAINT (c) POSITIONS ALONG THE
SHAFT:
1 './)
DUMMY=' ELEMENT NO. 1234667890123456
1789012346678901234567890123456789
NAME-'
1
C CCC ADD IN DISC POSITIONS C
IF (ND .NE.0) THEN
DO 440 1=1, ND
IF (DP(I) .GE. 1 .AND. DP(I) .LE.51) THEN
IPN-(DP(I)>2)-l+27
NAME(IPN:IPN) -'d'
ENDIF
440 CONTINUE
ENDIF
WRITE(U2,450) DUMMYd: (28+2*NE))
450 F0RMAT(A131)
WRITE(U2,460) NAMEd: (28<-2NE)>
460 FORMAT (A131)
C CCC ADD IN CONSTRAINT POSITIONS C
IF (NCT .NE. 0) THEN
DO 486 1=1,NCT
IF (CTP(I) .GE. 1 -AND.CTP(I) -LE.51) THEN
IPN=(CTP(I)2)-1*27
NAMES(IPN:IPN) ='c'
ENDIF
486 CONTINUE
ENDIF
WRITE(U2,480) NAMESd : (28+2>NE))
480 F0RMAT(A131)
ENDIF
C CCC WRITE OUT DATA TO PLOTTING FILE C
WRITE(U5,490) TITLEd : IP1-1)
WRITE(U5,490) DTITLE(1:IP1-1)
490 F0RMAT(A80)
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'FREE') THEN
NLC=SCRM(1,1)
ELSE
NLC=((SFIN-STRT)/SINC)+1
ENDIF
WRITE(U5,493) NE+1 , NSCR , NLC , 1 ,ELM,WTAU,EIVAL
493 F0RMAT(4I5,3E15.7)
WRITE(U5,496) (NSC(I ,1) ,1-1 , NSCR)
496 FORMAT (2015)
WRITE (U5, 500) 0.0,DL0(1) ,DR0(1) ,DLI(1) ,DRI(1)
500 F0RMAT(5(2X,E14.8))
ELM=0 . 0
DO 510 I=1,NE-1
ELM=EL(I)+ELB
WRITE(U5,500) ELM,DL0(I+1) ,DR0(I1) ,DLI(I+1) ,DRI(I+1)
510 CONTINUE
ELM=EL(NE)*ELM
WRITE(U5,500) ELM, 0.0,0.0,0. 0,0.0
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE FOR ASSEMBLAGE OF ELEMENT MATRICES C C
SUBROUTINE SETUP (U2 . OMEGA . OMEGA1 , PI , NSDF , ANTYPE , RATIO , RDAMP , DRM , NV
IR)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (IV=404,IE-100,IB-20,IC-20,ID=100,IP=20,IBP-26)
DIMENSION BM(IV.IV) ,BC(IV,IV) ,BK(IV,IV) ,EL(IE) ,DLO(IE) ,
1DR0(IE) ,DRI(IE) ,EM(8,8) ,EC(8,8) ,EG(8,8) ,EK(8,8) ,AXR(IE) ,
2EP(8,8),BD(IBPIB,5),BS(IBPIB,5),D(ID,5),R(IE),YAD(IBP),
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3BP(IB,3),CP(IC,2),DP(ID),BSS(IB,4),XIR(IE),NES(10),XA(IBP),
4E(IE) ,G(IE) ,TqL(IE) ,TqR(IE) ,ET(8,8) ,NU(IE) .DLI(IE) ,BDD(IB,4) ,
5EHUE) ,PP(IP) ,PMX(IP) ,PKXX(IP) ,PKXY(IP) ,PKYX(IP) ,PKYY(IP) ,
6PCXX(IP) ,PCXY(IP) ,PCYX(IP) ,PCYY(IP) .TORqUE(IV),qc(8) ,qs(8) .
7DV(IC),DA(IC,2),CKXX(IC),CKYY(IC),CKTX(IC),CKTY(IC),PHI(IE),
8PMY(IP) ,EV(IE) ,ETL(IE) ,ETR(IE) ,XIL(IE) ,PHK(IE) , DKLI (IE) ,DKRO(IE) ,
9DKRKIE)
DIMENSION RATIOC10.3) ,CTP(IP) ,CTD0F(IP,4),SCR(IB) ,NSC(IB,2) ,
1SCRM(IB,20) ,DKLO(IE) ,CR(8,8) ,YAS(IBP) ,AXL(IE) ,RDAMP(IV) ,BCD(IV,IV)
REAL-8 NU
INTEGER U2,BP,CP,DA,DP,PP,CTP
CHARACTER ANTYPE*4
COMPLEX TORqUE
COMMON BM,BC,BK,TORqUE /BEAM/ EL , DLO , DRO , DLI , DRI , DKLO , DKLI , DKRO ,
1DKRI,EV,EH,AXL,AXR,TQL,TQR,ETL,ETR,XIL,XIR,E,G,R,NU
2/BEARING/ BD.BS.BP /DISC/ D,DP /CONS/ CTP, CTDOF
3/PEDS/ PKXX,PKXY,PKYX,PKYY,PCXX,PCXY,PCYX,PCYY,PMX,PMY,PP
4/SYSPARAM/ RTD, NAL, NAT,NIM,NB,NC,ND,NP,NE,NES,NS,NCT,AS.NOP.NDA
5/DAMPING/ DV,DA/COUPLING/ CKXX , CKYY , CKTX , CKTY , CP , CPS /PROPS/
6PHI,PHK/BRGCFS/ BDD.BSS /SCRIT/ SCR , SCRM , NSCR , NSC , NWHTRL
C CCC DETERMINE SYSTEM SIZE C
NSDF=0
DO 3 I-l.NS
NSDF-NSDF+NES (I )+1
3 CONTINUE
C CCC SET UP NON-DIMENSIONALIZING CONSTANTS (TORSIONAL NATURAL
FREQUENCIES) C
IF (OMEGA .EQ.O.O) THEN
0MEGA1-1000.0
ELSE
0MEGA1=0MEGA
ENDIF
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'FREE') THEN
ELMAX=0 . 0
DMAX=0 . 0
DO 4 1=1,NE
ELMAX-ELMAX=EL(I)
DMAX-MAX(DMAX,DLO(I),DRO(D)
4 CONTINUE
VOL-0.0
DO 5 1=1,NE
V0L=VOL=EL(I)*((DLO(I).2+DL0(I)DR0(I)+DRO(I)"2)-
1 (DLI(I)2=DLI(I)*DRI(I)+DRI(I)-2))R(I)
5 CONTINUE
SMASS-(V0LPI)/12.0
IF (ND .GT. 0) THEN
DO 6 1=1,ND
TMASS=SMASS+D(I,2)
6 CONTINUE
ELSE
TMASS=SMASS
ENDIF
CO=DMAX/ (9 . 807TMASS)
C1=C0*0MEGA1
C2=C1*0MEGA1
ELSE
0MEGA1=1.0
ELMAX-1 . 0
C0=1 . 0
Cl-1.0
C2-1 . 0
TMASS-0.0
ENDIF
C CCC WRITE OUT RESULTS HEADER AND NOTIFY PROGRAM RUNNING C
WRITE(*,*) 'PROGRAM RUNNING - ITERATION LOOP'
VRITE(U2,45)
45 FORMATC/)
WRITE (U2, 50)
WRITECU2, 60)
WRITE(U2,70)
WRITE (U2, 60)
WRITECU2.50)
50 F0RMATC23X,' ********.?.***.*.**')
60 F0RMATC23X,' ')
70 F0RMATC23X,' RESULTS'')
C
IF CANTYPEC1:4) EQ. 'FORC ) THEN
C CCC WRITE OUT CURRENT VALUE FOR RUNNING SPEED C
RPM1=0MEGA30 . O/PI
IF (NS .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE(U2,120) RPM1
120 FORMATC//,' OPERATING SPEED OF ROTOR SHAFT = '.F9.2,' RPM')
WRITE(U2,125)
125 F0RMATC1X,' *****************
1 )
ELSE
WRITECU2.126) RPM1
126 FORMATC//,' OPERATING SPEED OF ROTOR SHAFT 1 = ',F9.2,' RPMO
DD 129 IS=2,NS
WRITE(U2,128) IS,RPM1*RATI0(IS, 1)
128 FORMATdX,' ROTOR SHAFT ',11,' = ',F9.2)
129 CONTINUE
WRITE(U2,127)
127 FORMATdX,' ..
1 )
ENDIF
ENDIF
C CCC INITIALIZE SYSTEM MASS, DAMPING AND STIFFNESS MATRICES TO
ZERO CCC AND FORCE VECTOR TO ZERO C
DO 250 M=1,NSDF
DO 240 N-l,NSDF
BM(M,N)=0.0
BC(M,N)=0.0
BCD(M,N)=0.0
BK(M,N)=0.0
240 CONTINUE
TORQUECM)-(0. 0,0.0)
250 CONTINUE
C CCC SET UP SYSTEM MASS, DAMPING AND STIFFNESS MATRICES C
11=0
12=1
KE-0
DO 285 NK-l.NS
DO 280 K=1,NES(NK)
KE=KE-H
C CCC SET UP INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT MATRICES C
CALL STIF(EL(KE),ELMAX,DKLO(KE) ,DKRO(KE) ,DKLI(KE) .DKRKKE) ,
1 CO,PI, EK,COKE))
CALL MASS(EL(KE) , ELMAX , DLO (KE) ,DRO(KE) ,DLI(KE) ,DRI (KE) ,
1 C2,PI,EM,R(KE))
C CCC BUILD UP SYSTEM MASS, DAMPING AND STIFFNESS MATRICES C
DO 270 M-1, 2
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DO 260 N-l, 2
I-Il+M
J-Il+N
BK(I,J)=BK(I,J)+EK(M,N).RATI0(NK,1)*RATI0(NK,1)
BM(I,J)=BM(I,J)+EM(M,N)'RATI0(NK,1)RATI0(NK,1)
260 CONTINUE
270 CONTINUE
11=11+1
280 CONTINUE
11=11+1
285 CONTINUE
C CCC ADDITION OF DISC COEFFICIENTS C
IF (ND .NE. 0) THEN
DO 300 K-l.ND
I=DP(K)
BM(I,I)=BM(I,I)+D(K,2)-C2(D(K,5).2)
C CCC IF FORCED RESPONSE ANALYSIS REQUESTED, BUILD UP FORCE VECTOR
C
IF (ANTYPE(1:4) .EQ. 'FORCO THEN
T0RqUE(I)=T0RQUE(I)+(D(K,3)*C0S(D(K,4)/(RTD)))/(D(K,5))
1 -(0.0,1.0)*(D(K,3)SIN(D(K,4)/(RTD)))/(D(K,5))
ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF (ANTYPE .EQ. 'FORCO THEN
DO 286 1=1, NVR
BCD(I,I)=2.0C1DRM*RDAMP(I)
286 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC ADDITION OF DAMPING COEFFICIENTS C
IF (NDA .NE. 0) THEN
DO 304 K=1,NDA
I=DA(K,1)
J=DA(K,2)
IF (I NE. 0) THEN
BC(I,I)-BC(I,I)+DV(K)C1
BC(I,J)=BC(I,J)-DV(K)-C1
BC(J,I)=BC(J,I)-DV(K)C1
BC(J,J)=BC(J,J)=DV(K)C1
ENDIF
IF (I .Eq.0) THEN
BC(J,J)-BC(J,J)+DV(K)C1
ENDIF
304 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C
DO 287 1=1,NSDF
DO 288 J-1,NSDF
DO 289 K-l.NSDF
BC(I,J)=BC(I,J)+BM(I,K)-BCD(K,J)
289 CONTINUE
288 CONTINUE
287 CONTINUE
C CCC ADDITION OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS C
IF (NC .NE.0) THEN
DO 305 K-l.NC
I=CP(K,1)
J=CP(K,2)
BK(I,I)=BK(I,I)+CKXX(K)CO
BK(I,J)=BK(I,J)-CKXX(K)CO
BK(J,I)-BK(J,I)-CKXX(K)CO
BK(J,J)=BK(J,J)+CKXX(K)CO
305 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC ADDITION OF ZERO DISPLACEMENT CONSTRAINTS C
IF (NCT .NE.0) THEN
DO 306 K=1,NCT
I-CTP(K)
BK(I,I)=BK(I,I)+CTDOF(K,1)CO*1.0E14
306 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C
CCC SUBROUTINE OF ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX
C C SUBROUTINE STIF(EL,ELMAX,D10,D20,D1I .D2I.C0.PI,EK,G)
C CCC DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS: C C EK ELEMENT
STIFFNESS MATRIX C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION EK(8,8),W(4),X(4)
F1(X1)-PI((D10+(D20-D10)X1/EL)*4-(D1I+(D2I-D1I)X1/EL)
1 *4)/32.0
C CCC INITIALIZE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX C
DO 20 1=1,2
DO 10 J-1,2
EK(I,J)-0.0
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
W ( 1) -0 . 347854845137454
W (2) =0 . 347854845137464
W(3)=0 . 652145154862546
W (4) =0 . 652145154862546
X(l) -0.861 13631 1594053
X (2)=-0.861 136311594053
X(3)=0 . 339981043584856
X (4) 0 . 339981043584856
DO 30 K=l,4
EK(1,1)=EK(1,1)+0.5COEL-GW(K)*F1(0.5*EL(X(K)+1))/(L2)
30 CONTINUE
EK(1,2)=-EK(1,1)
EK(2,1)=-EK(l.l)
EK(2,2)-EK(1,1)
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE OF ELEMENT MASS MATRIX C C
SUBROUTINE MASS(EL,ELMAX,D10,D20,D1I.D2I,C2,PI,EM,R)
C CCC DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS: C C EM ELEMENT
HASS MATRIX C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION EM(8,8),W(5),X(5)
F1(X1)=PI((D10+(D20-D10).X1/EL).4-(D1I+(D2I-D1I)X1/EL)4)*
1 ((l-Xl/EL)2)/32.0
F2(X1)=PI((D10+(D20-D10)*X1/EL).4-(D1I+(D2I-D1I)X1/EL)4)
1 (l-Xl/EL)(Xl/EL)/32.0
F3(X1)-PI((D10+(D20-D10)X1/EL)4-(D1I+(D2I-D1I)*X1/EL)4)
1 C(Xl/EL)2)/32.0
DO 20 1-1,2
DO 10 J=l,2
EM(I,J)=0.0
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
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W( 1) =0 . 236926885056189
W (2) -0 . 236926885056189
W (3) =0 . 478628670499366
W (4)-0 . 478628670499366
W (5) =0 . 568888888888889
X(1)=0. 906179845936664
X(2)=-0 . 906179845936664
X(3)=0. 538469310105683
X (4)0 . 538469310105683
X (5) =0 . 000000000000000
DO 30 K=l,5
EM(1,1)=EM(1,1)+0.5EL>RW(K)C2*F1(0.5EL(X(K)+1))
EM(1,2)=EM(1,2)+0.SELRW(K)C2F2(0.5EL*(X(K)+1))
EM(2,2)=EM(2,2)T0.5ELRW(K)-C2F3(0.5*EL(X(K)+1))
30 CONTINUE
EM(2,1)=EM(1,2)
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO INVERT SINGLE PRECISION COMPLEX MATRIX C C
SUBROUTINE CINV(N)
C CCC CINV FINDS THE INVERSE OF A SINGLE PRECISION COMPLEX
MATRIX CCC BY GAUSS ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. C CCC
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS: C C N ORDER OF
MATRIX C AR REAL PART OF MATRIX C
AI IMAGINARY PART OF MATRIX C AIR REAL PART OF
INVERSE MATRIX C All IMAGINARY PART DF INVERSE
MATRIX C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (IV-404)
DIMENSION SI(2IV,2IV),SR(2IV,2.IV),AIR(IV,IV),AII(IV,IV)
COMMON /BIGA/ SR.SI /DUMA/ AIR,All
C CCC INITIALIZE AIR AND All C
DD 30 I-l.N
DO 20 J=1,N
AII(I,J)=0.0
AIR(I,J)=0.0
IF (I -EQ.J) AIR(I,J)-1.0
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
C CCC SEARCH FOR LARGEST ENTRY IN (K-DTH COLUMN OF S C
DO 430 K=2,N
KM-K-1
IMAX=KM
SMAX=SQRT (SR(KM , KM) SR(KM , KM)+SI (KM , KM)SI (KM , KM) )
DO 210 J-K.N
IF (SMAX-SqRT(SR(J,KM)2+SI(J,KM)"2) LT. 0.0) THEN
IMAX=J
SMAX=SQRT(SR(J,KM)'2+SI(J,KM).2)
ENDIF
210 CONTINUE
IF (IMAX-KM) 300,400,300
C CCC SWITCH (K-l)TH AND IMAXTH EqUATIONS C
300 DO 310 J=KM,N
TEMPR-SR(KM.J)
TEMPI-SI (KM, J)
SR(KM,J)=SR(IMAX,J)
SI (KM, J)=SI (IMAX, J)
SR(IMAX,J)=TEMPR
SI(IMAX,J)=TEMPI
310 CONTINUE
DO 320 J=1.N
TEMPR=AIR(KM,J)
TEMPI=AII(KM,J)
AIR(KM,J)=AIR(IMAX,J)
AII(KM,J)-AII(IMAX,J)
AIR(IMAX,J)-TEMPR
All (IMAX, J)=TEMPI
320 CONTINUE
C CCC ELIMINATE X(K-l) FROM KTH THROUGH NTH EqUATIONS C
400 CONTINUE
DO 420 I=K,N
RSR-(SR(I,KM).SR(KM,KM)+SI(I,KM)SI(KM,KM))/
1 (SR(KM,KM)>SR(KM,KM)<-SI(KM,KM)SI(KM,KM))
RSI=(SR(KM,KM)SI(I,KM)-SR(I,KM)SI(KM,KM))/
1 (SR(KM,KM)SR(KM,KM)+SI(KM,KM)tSI(KM,KM))
DO 410 J=K,N
SR1-SR(I,J)-(RSR<SR(KM,J)-RSI*SI(KM,J))
SI(I,J)=SI(I,J)-(RSISR(KM,J)+RSR.SI(KM,J))
SR(I,J)=SR1
410 CONTINUE
DO 420 J=1,N
AIR1=AIR(I , J)- (RSRAIR(KM, J)-RSIAII (KM , J) )
All (I , J)-AII (I , J)-(RSIAIR(KM, J)+RSRAII (KM , J) )
AIR(I,J)=AIR1
420 CONTINUE
430 CONTINUE
C CCC BACK SUBSTITUTION C
DO 500 1=1,N
AIR1-(AIR(N,I).SR(N,N)+AII(N,I)SI(N,N))/
1 (SR(N,N)SR(N,N)+SI(N,N)SI(N,N))
AII(N,I)-(AII(N,I).SR(N,N)-AIR(N,I).SI(N,N))/
1 (SR(N,N)SR(N,N)+SI(N,N)SI(N,N))
AIR(N,I)=AIR1
500 CONTINUE
DO 520 K=2,N
NK-N+l-K
DO 520 J-l.N
DO 510 L-2.K
AIRl=AIR(NK,J)-SR(NK,N+2-L)AIR(N+2-L,J) +
1 SI(NK,N+2-L)AII(N+2-L,J)
AII(NK,J)-AII(NK,J)-SI(NK,N+2-L)AIR(N+2-L,J)-
1 SR(NK,N+2-L)AII(N=2-L,J)
AIR(NK,J)-AIR1
510 CONTINUE
AIR2=(AIR(NK , J)SR(NK,NK)+AII (NK , J)SI (NK ,NK) ) /
1 (SR(NK,NK)SR(NK,NK)+SI(NK,NK)SI(NK,NK))
AII(NK,J)-(AII(NK,J)SR(NK,NK)-AIR(NK,J)SI(NK,NK))/
1 (SR(NK,NK)SR(NK,NK)+SI(NK,NK).SI(NK,NK))
AIR(NK,J)-AIR2
520 CONTINUE
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO BUILD SYSTEM DYNAMIC MATRIX FOR FORCED
RESPONSE C C
SUBROUTINE BUILD0J2,PI , OMEGA,NSDF,RATIO)
C CCC BUILDS UP THE TOTAL SYSTEM DYNAMIC MATRIX FOR A REAL CCC
FREQUENCY OMEGA SUCH THAT C C FDUM(R,I) =
-BMOMEGA*OMEGA+(i)BCOMEGA+BKC CCC UILD THEN CALLS THE
INVERSION ROUTINE TO INVERT THE CCC COMPLEX SYSTEM MATRIX AND
THEN BUILDS THE OUTPUT VECTOR. C CCC FROM THE OUTPUT VECTOR THE
WHIRL ORBIT DATA IS CALCULATED. C
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IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (IV-404,IP=20,IB-20,IBP-25)
DIMENSION BM(IV.IV) ,BC(IV,IV) ,BK(IV,IV) ,FDUMR(2IV,2IV),NL(10) ,
1FINVI(IV,IV),FDUMI(2*IV,2IV),FINVR(IV,IV),VECTR(2IV),PMY(IP),
2VECTI(2*IV) .TORQUE (IV) ,PP(IP) ,PKXX(IP) .PKXY(IP) ,PKYX(IP) ,NES(10) ,
3PKYY(IP) ,PCXX(IP) ,PCXY(IP) ,PCYX(IP) ,PCYY(IP) ,PMX(IP) ,RATI0(10,3) ,
4FBR(IB,2),BDD(IB,4),BSS(IB,4),BD(IBPIB,5),BS(IBPIB,5),BP(IB,3),
SANG (IV), AMP (IV)
COMPLEX TORqUE.XREL.YREL.FBR
INTEGER U2,U5,PP,BP
CHARACTER TYPE*2
COMMON BM.BC.BK,TORQUE /BIGA/ FDUMR.FDUMI /DUMA/ FINVR.FINVI
1/SYSPARAM/ RTD,NAL, NAT, NIM,NB,NC,ND,NP,NE,NES,NS, NCT,AS.NOP.NDA
2/PEDS/ PKXX,PKXY,PKYX,PKYY,PCXX,PCXY,PCYX,PCYY,PMX,PMY,PP
3/BRGCFS/ BDD.BSS /BEARING/ BD.BS.BP /BIGV/ VECTR.VECTI
4/UNITS/ AU /PLT/ U5.LP
ANORM (THE)-MOD (THE+4 . 0PI , 2 . O.PI)
C CCC DETERMINE IN WHICH SHAFT TORQUE IS LOCATED C
JO=0
DO 5 I-l.NS
K-NES(I)+1
DO 4 JL=1,K
J=JO+JL
IF (REAL(TORQUEQ)) -NE.0.0 .OR. AIMAG(TORQUE(J) ) -NE.0.0)
1 THEN
SPD=OMEGA.RATIO (1,1)
WRITE(U2,3) I
3 FORMAK//,' TORQUE LOCATED IN SHAFT ',12)
GOTO 6
ENDIF
4 CONTINUE
JO-J
5 CONTINUE
C CCC WHEN TORqUE LOCATED, JUMP OUT OF LOOP C
6 CONTINUE
C CCC BUILD UP [FDUM] FOR TORQUE SPEED CONSIDERED C
DO 15 I-l.NSDF
DO 10 J=1,NSDF
AS=1 . 0
FDUMR(I , J) =-BM (I , J)SPDSPD-ASAS=BK (I , J)
FDUMI(I,J)=BC(I,J)*SPDAS
10 CONTINUE
15 CONTINUE
C CCC TAKE THE INVERSE C
CALL CINV(NSDF)
C CCC BUILD UP OUTPUT VECTOR AND WRITE OUT RESULTS C
WRITE (U2, 22)
22 FORMAK//,' TORSIONAL RESPONSE SOLUTION RESULTS',//)
WRITE(U2,25)
25 FORMATdX,' NODE AMPLITUDE MAGNITUDE
A
INGLE' )
WRITE (U2, 26)
26 FORMATdX,' REAL IMAG',/)
IL=1
IN=0
NLD=0
IPP=0
DO 20 1=1,NSDF
VECTR(I)-0.0
VECTI(I)=0.0
DO 30 J=1,NSDF
VECTR(I).VECTR(I)+FINVR(I,J)REAL(TORqUE(J)>-
1 FINVI(I,J)AIMAG(TORQUE(J))
VECTI(I)-VECTI(I)+FINVR(I,J)AIMAC(TORqUEU))+
1 FINVI(I,J)REAL(TORqUE(J))
30 CONTINUE
C CCC WRITE OUT RESULTS C
RMOD=SqRT(VECTR(I)VECTR(I)+VECTI(I)>VECTI(D)
IF (RMOD .LT. l.OE-15) THEN
ANGLE=0.0
ELSE
ANGLE-ATAN2(VECTR(I) .VECTKD)
ANGLEX-RTD.ANORM(ANGLE)
ENDIF
ANG(IL)-ANGLEX
AMP(IL)=RMODRTD
IL-IL+1
C CCC WRITE OUT RESULTS C
WRITE(U2,28) I ,VECTI(I)RTD,VECTR(I)RTD,RMODRTD,ANGLEX
28 F0RMAT(1X,I3,5X,4(1X,E12.5))
20 CONTINUE
IF (LP .Efl.0) THEN
WRITE(U5,29) ((I) ,1=1,NSDF)
29 F0RMAT(10(7X,'N0DE',I3,10X))
WRITE (U5, 31)
31 FORMATdOC SPD MAG PHS 0)
LP-1
ENDIF
SPE=SPD*30.0/PI
WRITE(U5,27) SPE.AMP(l) ,ANG(1) ,SPE,AMP(2) ,ANG(2)
1,SPE,AMP(3) ,ANG(3) ,SPE,AMP(4) ,ANG(4) ,SPE,AMP(5) ,ANG(5) ,SPE,AMP(6) ,
2ANG(6) ,SPE,AMP(7) ,ANG(7) ,SPE,AMP(8) ,ANG(8) ,SPE.AMP(9) ,ANG(9) ,SPE,
3AMP(10),ANG(10)
27 FORMAT(10(F7.1,2X,F6.4,1X,F5.1,3X))
C C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE COEFFICIENTS OF A QUADRATIC C C
SUBROUTINE POLY(X,Y,S,KS)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.D-Z)
DIMENSION X(3),Y(3),P(9),S(3)
C CCC INITIALIZE CONSTANTS C
X1=0.0
X2-0 . 0
X3=0 . 0
X4-0.0
Yl-0.0
XY=0.0
X2Y-0.0
C CCC SET UP SOLUTION CONSTANTS C
DO 10 1-1,3
X1=X1+X(I)
X2=X2+(X(I)2)
X3-X3+(X(I)*3)
X4=X4+(X(I)4)
Y1-Y1+Y(I)
XY=XY+(X(I)Y(I)>
X2Y-X2Y+((X(I).2)*Y(D)
10 CONTINUE
C CCC ASSIGN SOLUTION CONSTANTS TO POLYNOMIAL VECTOR C
P(l)=3
P(2)=X1
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P(3)=X2
P(4)=X1
P(5)-X2
P(6)-X3
P(7)=X2
P(8)-X3
P(9)-X4
S(1)=Y1
S(2)=XY
S(3)-X2Y
C CCC POLYNOMIAL ORDER C
N=3
C CCC FORWARD SOLUTION C
TOL=0 . 0
KS=0
JJN
DO 66 J-l.N
JY-J+1
JJ=JJ+N-H
BIGA-0
IT-JJ-J
C CCC SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT IN COLUMN C
DO 30 I=J,N
IJ-IT+I
IF (ABS(BIGA)-ABS(P(IJ)) .LT.0.0) THEN
BIGA=P(IJ)
IMAX=I
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
C CCC TEST FOR PIVOT LESS THAN TOLERANCE (SINGULAR MATRIX) C
IF (ABS(BIGA)-TOL .LE. 0.0) THEN
KS=1
RETURN
ENDIF
C CCC INTERCHANGE ROWS IF NECESSARY C
Il=J+N(J-2)
IT=IMAX-J
DO 50 K=J,N
I1=I1=N
I2=I1+IT
SAVE=P(I1)
P(I1)=P(I2)
P(I2)=SAVE
P(I1)=P(I1)/BIGA
50 CONTINUE
C CCC DIVIDE EQUATION BY LEADING COEFFICIENT C
SAVE=S(IMAX)
S(IMAX)-SU)
S(J)-SAVE/BIGA
C CCC ELIMINATE NEXT VARIABLE C
IF (J-N .Eq.0) GOTO 70
iqs=N(j-D
DO 65 IX-JY.N
ixj=iqs+ix
IT=J-IX
DO 60 JX=JY,N
IXJX=N(JX-1)+IX
JJX-IXJX+IT
P(IXJX)=P(IXJX)-(P(IXJ)*P(JJX))
60 CONTINUE
S(IX)-S(IX)-(S(J)P(IXJ))
65 CONTINUE
66 CONTINUE
C CCC BACK SUBSTITUTION C
70 CONTINUE
NY-N-1
IT-N.N
DO 90 J=1,NY
IA=IT-J
IB=N-J
IC-N
DO 80 K=1,J
S(IB)=S(IB)-P(IA)S(IC)
IA-IA-N
IC-IC-1
80 CONTINUE
90 CONTINUE
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE FOR RATIONAL FUNCTION
INTERPOLATION/EXTRAPOLATION C C
SUBROUTINE LININT(XA,YA,N,X,Y,DY)
C CCC LININT PERFORMS LINEAR INTERPOLATION/EXTRAPOLATION ON
TABULATED DATA. C C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES: C C
XA UNI-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT DATA C
YA UNI-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF DEPENDENT DATA C
N NUMBER OF DATA POINTS C X VALUE OF
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE C Y
INTERPOLATED/EXTRAPOLATED VALUE OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE C
DY AN ACCURACY ESTIMATE C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER(IBP-25)
DIMENSION XA(IBP),YA(IBP)
DY-0.0
NS=1
C CCC CHECK FOR COINCIDENT DATA POINT C
HH-ABS(X-XA(D)
DO 10 1=1, N
H=ABS(X-XA(I)>
IF (H .EQ.0.0) THEN
Y=YA(I)
RETURN
ELSE
IF (H .LT.HH) THEN
NS-I
HH-H
ENDIF
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
C CCC IF X IS LESS THAN XA(1), EXTRAPOLATE C
IF (NS .EQ. 1 .AND. X .LT. XA(D) THEN
Y=YA(1)-(YA(2)-YA(1))(XA(1)-X)/(XA(2)-XA(D)
RETURN
ENDIF
C CCC IF X IS GREATER THAN XA(N) , EXTRAPOLATE C
IF (NS .Eq. N .AND. X .GT. XA(N)) THEN
Y-YA(N)+(YA(N)-YA(N-1)).(X-XA(N))/(XA(N)-XA(N-D)
RETURN
ENDIF
C CCC IF XA(1) IS LESS THAN X IS LESS THAN XA(N) , INTERPOLATE C
IF (X .GT. XA(NS)) THEN
96
NS1-NS+1
Y=YA(NS) + (YA(NS1)-YA(NS))(X-XA(NS))/(XA(NS1)-XA(NS))
ELSE
NS=NS-1
Y=YA (NS) - (YA (NS) -YA (NS1) ) (XA (NS) -X) / (XA (NS) -XA (NS1) )
ENDIF '
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE FOR POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION/EXTRAPOLATION C
C
SUBROUTINE POLINT(XA,YA,N,X,Y,DY)
C CCC POLINT USES A NEVILLE TYPE ALGORITHM THAT PERFORMS A
POLYNOMIAL CCC INTERPOLATION/EXTRAPOLATION ON TABULATED DATA. C
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES: C C XA
UNI-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT DATA C YA
UNI-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF DEPENDENT DATA C N
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS C X VALUE OF
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE C Y
INTERPOLATED/EXTRAPOLATED VALUE OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE C
DY AN ACCURACY ESTIMATE C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER(IBP=25)
DIMENSION XA(N),YA(N),C(IBP),D(IBP)
NS-1
DIF-ABS(X-XAd))
DO 10 I-l.N
DIFT-ABS(X-XACI))
IF (DIFT .LT.DIF) THEN
NS=I
DIF=DIFT
ENDIF
C(I)=YA(I)
D(I)=YA(I)
10 CONTINUE
Y=YA(NS)
NS=NS-1
DO 20 M=1,N-1
DO 30 1=1,N-M
HO=XA(I)-X
HP-XA(I+M)-X
W=C(I+1)-D(I)
DEN=HO-HP
IF (DEN .Eq. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(,40)
40 FORMAT (IX, 'TWO INPUT SPEEDS ARE IDENTICAL')
STOP
ENDIF
DEN-W/DEN
D(I)=HPDEN
C(I)=HODEN
30 CONTINUE
IF (2NS .LT. N-M) THEN
DY=C(NS-H)
ELSE
DY=D(NS)
NS=NS-1
ENDIF
Y=Y+DY
20 CONTINUE
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE EIGENVECTORS C C
SUBROUTINE SOLVE (N , XR , XI , RRR , RRI )
C CCC SOLVE FORMS THE SINGULAR MATRIX [A] -EIGEN* [I] WHERE EIGEN
CCC IS AN EIGENVALUE OF MATRIX A. THE EIGENVECTOR IS FOUND BY
CCC GAUSS ELIMINATION AND BACK SUBSTITUTION. C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (IV-404)
DIMENSION SR(2IV,2IV),SI(2IV,2.IV),XR(2IV),XI(2<IV)
COMMON /BIGA/ SR.SI
DO 2 1=1, N
DO 1 J-l.N
SI (I, J)=0.0
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
DO 10 I-l.N
SR(I,I)-SR(I,I)-RRR
SI (I, I)=SI (I, I) -RRI
10 CONTINUE
DO 430 K=2,N
KM=K-1
IMAX-KM
SMAX=SqRT (SRCKM , KM) *SR(KM , KM)+SI (KM , KM)SI (KM ,KM) )
DO 210 J=K,N
IF (SMAX-SqRT(SR(J,KM)**2+SI(J,KM)**2) .LT. 0.0) THEN
IMAX-J
SMAX=SQRT(SR(J,KM)2+SI(J,KM)2)
ENDIF
210 CONTINUE
IF (IMAX-KM .NE. 0.0) THEN
DO 310 J=KM,N
TEMPR=SR(KM,J)
TEMPI-SI (KM, J)
SR(KM,J)=SR(IMAX,J)
SI (KM, J) -SI (IMAX, J)
SRdMAX , J)=TEMPR
SI(IMAX,J)=TEMPI
310 CONTINUE
ENDIF
DO 420 I=K,N
RSR-(SR(I,KM)*SR(KM,KM)+SI(I,KM)SI(KM,'KM))/(SR(KM,KM)
1 SR(KM,KM)+SI(KM,KM)SI(KM,KM))
RSI-(SR(KM,KM)SI(I,KM)-SR(I,KM)SI(KM,KM))/(SR(KM,KM)
1 SR(KM,KM)+SI(KM,KM).SI(KM,KM))
DO 410 J-K.N
SR(I,J)=SR(I,J)-(RSR*SR(KM,J)-RSI*SI(KM,J))
SI(I,J)=SI(I,J)-(RSISR(KM,J)+RSRSI(KM,J))
410 CONTINUE
420 CONTINUE
430 CONTINUE
DO 500 I-l.N
XR(I)=0.0
XI(I)=0.0
500 CONTINUE
XR(N)=1.0
DO 60 1=2, N
IA=N+1-I
DO 70 J-2,1
XR(IA)-XR(IA)-(SR(IA,N+2-J)*XR(N+2-J)-SI(IA,N+2-J)*XI(N+2-J))
XI (IA) -XI (IA) - (SI (IA , N+2-J)XR(N+2-J)+SR(IA , N+2-J) *XI (N+2-J) )
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70 CONTINUE A(JI)=HOLD
XRR-(XR(IA)SR(IA,IA)+XI(IA)SI(IA,IA))/(SR(IA,IA)SR(IA,IA)+ 40 CONTINUE
1 SI(IA,IA).SI(IA,IA)> ENDIF
XI(IA)=(XI(IA)SR(IA,IA)-XR(IA)SI(IA,IA))/(SR(IA,IA)SR(IA,IA) C ccc DIVIDE COLUMN BY MINUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEMENT
L +SI(IA,IA)SI(IA,IA)) CCC IS CONTAINED IN BIGA) C
XR(IA)=XRR IF (BIGA .EQ.0.0) THEN
60 CONTINUE D=0.0
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
RETURN
ENDIF
DO 55 1=1, N
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO INVERT REAL UNSYMMETRIC MATRIX C C IF (I-K .NE. 0) THEN
SUBROUTINE MINV(A,N,D) IK-NK+I
C CCC DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS: C C A INPUT A(IK)=A(IK)/(-BIGA)
MATRIX C N ORDER OF MATRIX C D ENDIF
RESULTANT DETERMINANT C L WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N C 55 CONTINUE
M WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N C c CCC REDUCE MATRIX C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) DO 67 1=1, N
PARAMETER (IV=404) IK-NK+I
DIMENSION A(IVIV),L(IV),M(IV) HOLD=A(IK)
C CCC INITIALIZE VALUE OF DETERMINANT
D-1.0
c IJ-I-N
DO 66 J=1,N
C CCC SEARCH FOR LARGEST ELEMENT C
NK=-N
DO 80 K=1,N
NK=NK+N
L(K)=K
M(K)=K
KK-NK+K
BIGA-A(KK)
DO 22 J=K,N
IZ=N*(J-1)
DO 20 I=K,N
IJ=IZ+I
c
65
67
CCC
IJ-IJ+N
IF (I-K .NE.0) THEN
IF (J-K .NE.0) THEN
KJ-IJ-I+K
A(IJ)-HOLDA(KJ)+A(IJ)
ENDIF
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DIVIDE ROW BY PIVOT C
KJ-K-N
DO 75 J-l.N
10 IF (DABS(BIGA)-DABS(A(IJ))
BIGA=A(IJ)
L(K)=I
M(K)-J
ENDIF
.LT.0 .0) THEN
75
KJ=KJ+N
IF (J-K .NE.0) THEN
A(KJ)-A(KJ)/BIGA
ENDIF
CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE c CCC PRODUCT OF PIVOTS
22 CONTINUE c C D=D*BIGA
C CCC INTERCHANGE ROWS C
J=L(K)
IF (J-K .GT. 0) THEN
KI-K-N
DO 30 1=1,N
KI=KI+N
HOLD=-A(KI)
JI=KI-K+J
A(KI)-A(JI)
A(JI)=HOLD
c
c
CCC
80
CCC
100
REPLACE PIVOT BY RECIPROCAL C
A(KK)=1.0/BIGA
CONTINUE
FINAL ROW AND COLUMN INTERCHANGE C
K-N
CONTINUE
K-(K-l)
IF (K .LE. 0) THEN
GOTO 160
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
ENDIF
I-L(K)
IF (I-K .GT.0) THEN
C CCC INTERCHANGE COLUMNS C
I-M(K)
IF (I-K .GT.0) THEN
JP=N(I-1)
DO 40 J-l.N
JK=NK+J
JI-JP+J
HOLD=-A(JK)
A(JK)=A(JI) 110
JQ-N(K-1)
JR=N*(I-1)
DO 110 J=1,N
JK-JQ+J
HOLD=A(JK)
JI-JR+J
A(JK)=-A(JI)
A(JI)=HOLD
CONTINUE
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ENDIF
J=M(K)
IF (J-K .LE. 0) THEN
GOTO 100
ENDIF
KI-K-N
DO 130 1=1, N
KI-KI+N
HOLD-A(KI)
JI-KI-K+J
A(KI)=-A(JI)
AUD-HOLD
130 CONTINUE
GOTO 100
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
150 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT DOUBLE TO SINGLE DIMENSION
MATRICES CCC AND VICE VERSA C C
SUBROUTINE ARRAY (MODE , I , J,N,M,S,D)
C CCC DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS: C C MODE
CONVERSION CODE 1 - SINGLE TO DOUBLE C
2 - DOUBLE TO SINGLE C I NUMBER OF ROWS IN
ACTUAL DATA MATRIX C J NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN
ACTUAL DATA MATRIX C N NUMBER OF ROWS OF
WORKING MATRICES CS] . [D] C M NUMBER OF COLUMNS
OF WORKING MATRICES [S] , [D] C S IF M0DE=1
INPUT MATRIX; MODE-2 OUTPUT MATRIX C D IF
MODE-1 OUTPUT MATRIX; M0DE=2 INPUT MATRIX C
DOUBLE PRECISION S,D
PARAMETER (IV=404)
DIMENSION S(4*IVIV),D(4IVIV)
NI=N-I
C CCC CONVERT FROM SINGLE TO DOUBLE DIMENSION C
IF (MODE .Eq.1) THEN
IJ-I-J+1
NM=NJ+1
DO 115 K=1,J
NM-NM-NI
DO 110 L=1,I
IJ=IJ-1
NM=NM-1
D(NM)-S(IJ)
110 CONTINUE
115 CONTINUE
ELSE
C CCC CONVERT FROM DOUBLE TO SINGLE DIMENSION C
IJ-0
NM-0
DO 130 K-l.J
DO 125 L=1,I
IJ-IJ+1
NM-NM+1
S(IJ)=D(NM)
125 CONTINUE
NM-NM+NI
130 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO REDUCE A REAL MATRIX INTO UPPER CCC
ALMOST TRIANGULAR FORM C C
SUBROUTINE HSBC(N.A.IA)
C CCC DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C C N ORDER OF MATRIX
C A INPUT, MATRIX (N,N)
C IA EQUAL TO N C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
PARAMETER (IV-404)
DIMENSION A(4IV+IV)
L=N
NIA=LIA
LIA=NIA-IA
C CCC L IS THE ROW INDEX OF THE ELIMINATION C
20 CONTINUE
IF (L-3 LT. 0) THEN
GOTO 360
ENDIF
LIA=LIA-IA
L1=L-1
L2-L1-1
C CCC SEARCH FOR PIVOTAL ELEMENT IN LTH ROW C
ISUB-LIA+L
IPIV=ISUB-IA
PIV-DABS(AdPIV))
IF (L-3 .GT.0) THEN
M=IPIV-IA
DO 80 I=L,M,IA
T-DABS(Ad))
IF (T-PIV .GT. 0.0) THEN
IPIV=I
PIV=T
ENDIF
80 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF (PIV .NE.0.0) THEN
IF (PIV-DABS(AdSUB)) .GT.0.0) THEN
C CCC INTERCHANGE THE COLUMNS C
M=IPIV-L
DO 140 1=1, L
J-M+I
T=A(J)
K-LIA+I
A(J)=A(K)
AOO-T
140 CONTINUE
C CCC INTERCHANGE THE ROWS C
M-L2-M/IA
DO 160 I=L1,NIA,IA
T=A(I)
J=I-M
A(I)=A(J)
A(J)=T
160 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC TERMS OF THE ELEMENTARY TRANSFORMATION C
DO 200 I-L.LIA.IA
A(I)=A(I)/A(ISUB)
200 CONTINUE
C CCC RIGHT TRANSFORMATION C
99
220
240
C CCC
280
300
C CCC
310
J=-IA
DD 240 I-1.L2
J-J+IA
LJ-L+J
DO 220 K-1.L1
KJ-K+J
KL-K+LIA
A(KJ)=A(KJ)-A(LJ).A(KL)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
LEFT TRANSFORMATION C
K=-IA
DO 300 1=1, N
K-K+IA
LK-K+L1
S-A(LK)
LJ=L-IA
DO 280 J=1,L2
JK=K+J
LJ=LJ+IA
S=S+A(LJ)A(JK)1.0D0
CONTINUE
A(LK)-S
CONTINUE
SET LOWER PART OF MATRIX TD ZERO C
DO 310 I=L,LIA,IA
A(I)-0.0
CONTINUE
ENDIF
L=L1
GOTO 20
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
360 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TD COMPUTE THE EIGENVALUES OF A REAL CCC
ALMOST TRIANGULAR MATRIX C C
SUBROUTINE ATEIG(M,A,RR,RI,IANA, IA.NR)
C CCC DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS:
C C M ORDER DF MATRIX
C A INPUT MATRIX - (M.M)
C RR VECTOR CONTAINING REAL PARTS OF EIGENVALUE
C Rl VECTOR CONTAINING IMAGINARY PARTS OF EIGENVALUE
C IANA VECTOR INDICATING WAY IN WHICH EIGS WERE DETERMINED
C IA EQUAL TO M
C NR NUMBER OF EIGENVALUES REqUIRED
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION -(A-H,0-Z)
PARAMETER (IV-404)
DIMENSION A(4IVIV) ,RR(2IV) ,RI(2IV) ,PRR(2) ,PRI(2) ,IANA(2IV)
INTEGER P.P1.Q
C CCC SET UP TOLERANCE VALUES AND CONSTANTS C
E8-1 . OD-8
E6=l . OD-6
E10=1.0D-10
DELTA-O.E
MAXIT-30
NRFND-0
C CCC INITIALISATION C
N-M
20 Nl-N-1
IN-N1IA
NN-IN+N
IF (ND 30,1300,30
30 NP=N+1
C CCC ITERATION COUNTER C
IT-0
C CCC ROOTS OF THE 2ND ORDER MAIN SUBMATRIX AT CCC THE
PREVIOUS ITERATION C
DO 40 1=1,2
PRR(I)=0.0
PRKD-0.0
40 CONTINUE
C CCC LAST 2 SUBDIAGONAL ELEMENTS AT THE PREVIOUS ITERATION C
PAN-0 . 0
PAN1=0.0
C CCC ROOTS OF THE LOWER MAIN (2,2) SUBMATRIX C
N2=N1-1
IN1-IN-IA
NN1-IN1+N
NIN=IN+N1
NIN1-IN1+N1
60 T-AtNIND-A(NN)
U=TT
V-4.0A(NIN)A(NND
IF (DABS(V)-UE8) 100,100,65
65 T-U+V
IF (DABS(T)-DMAX1(U,DABS(V))*E6 .LE. 0.0) THEN
T=0.0
ENDIF
U-(A(NIND+A(NN))/2.0
V=SQRT(DABS(T))/2.0
IF (T) 140,70,70
70 IF (U .GE. 0.0) THEN
RR(ND=U+V
RR(N)=U-V
GOTO 130
ENDIF
RR(ND=U-V
RR(N)=U+V
GOTO 130
100 IF (T .GE. 0.0) THEN
RR(ND=A(NIND
RR(N)=A(NN)
GOTO 130
ENDIF
RR(ND=A(NN)
RRCN)-A(NINl)
130 RI(N)=0.0
RKND-0.0
GOTO 160
140 RR(N1)=U
RR(N)=U
RKND-V
RKN)V
160 IF (N2) 1280,1280,180
C CCC TESTS OF CONVERGENCE C
180 NIN2-NIN1-IA
RM0D-RR(NDRR(ND+RI(NDRI(ND
EPS=E10*SQRT(RM0D)
IF (DABS(A(NIN2))-EPS) 1280,1280,240
240 IF (DABS(A(NN1))-E10*DABS(A(NN))) 1300,1300,250
100
250 IF (DABS(PAN1-A(NIN2))-DABS(A(NIN2))-E6) 1240,1240,260
260 IF (DABS(PAN-A(NN1))-DABS(A(NND)E6) 1240,1240,300
300 IF (IT-MAXIT) 320,1240,1240
C CCC COMPUTE THE SHIFT C
320 J=l
DO 360 1=1,2
K-NP-I
IF (DABS(RR(K)-PRR(I))+DABS(RI(K)-PRI(I))-DELTA(DABS(RR(K))+
1 DABS(RKK)))) 340,360,360
340 J=J+I
360 CONTINUE
GOTO (440 , 460 , 460 , 480) , J
440 R=0.0
S-0.0
GOTO 500
460 J-N+2-J
R-RR(J)*RR(J)
S-RR(J)+RR(J)
GOTO 500
480 R=RR(N1)RR(N)-RI(N)*RI(N1)
S=RR(N)+RR(N1)
C CCC SAVE LAST 2 SUBDIAGONAL TERMS AND ROOTS OF CCC THE
SUBMATRIX BEFORE ITERATION C
500 PAN-A(NNl)
PAN1-A(NIN2)
DO 520 1-1,2
K=NP-I
PRRd)-RR(K)
PRI(I)=RI(K)
520 CONTINUE
C CCC SEARCH FOR A PARTITION OF THE MATRIX DEFINED BY P 6 Q C
P=N2
IF (N-3) 600,600,525
525 IPI-NIN2
DO 580 J-2.N2
IPI=IPI-IA-1
IF (DABS(A(IPD)-EPS) 600,600,530
530 IPIP-IPI+IA
IPIP2-IPIP+IA
C-A(IPIP)(A(IPIP)-S)+A(IPIP2)A(IPIP+D+R
IF (C) 540,660,540
IF (DABS(A(IPI)A(IPIP+D)-(DABS(A(IPIP)+A(IPIP2+D-S) +
DABS (A (IPIP2+2) ) ) -DABS (C) -EPS) 620 , 620 , 560
P-Nl-J
580 CONTINUE
600 Q-P
GOTO 680
620 P1=P-1
Q=P1
IF (Pl-1 -GT.0.0) THEN
DO 670 1=2,PI
IPI-IPI-IA-1
IF (DABS(A(IPD)-EPS) 680,680,660
Q-q-i
CONTINUE
ENDIF
C CCC QR DOUBLE ITERATION C
680 II=(P-1)IA+P
DO 1230 I-P.N1
III=II-IA
IIP=II+IA
540
560
660
670
IF (I-P) 720,700,720
700 IPI=II+1
IPIP=IIP+1
C CCC INITIALIZATION OF THE TRANSFORMATION C
qi=A(II)(A(II)-S)+A(IIP).A(IPD+R
q2=A(IPI)(A(IPIP)+A(ID-S)
Q3=A(IPI)A(IPIP+D
A(IPI+D=0.0
GOTO 780
720 Ql-A(III)
q2-A(III+l)
IF (I-N2) 740.740,760
740 Q3=A(III+2)
GOTO 780
760 Q3=0 . 0
780 CAP-SqRT(QlQl*q2q2+q3q3)
IF (CAP .NE. 0.0) THEN
IF (Ql .LT. 0.0) THEN
CAPCAP
ENDIF
T=qi+CAP
PSI1-Q2/T
PSI2=q3/T
ALPHA-2 . 0/ (1 . 0+PSIl*PSI 1+PSI2PSI2)
GOTO 880
ENDIF
ALPHA-2. 0
PSI1=0.0
PSI2-0.0
880 IF (I-q .NE.0) THEN
IF (I-P .NE. 0) THEN
A(III)=-CAP
GOTO 960
ENDIF
A(IID=-A(IID
ENDIF
C CCC ROW OPERATION C
960 IJ=II
DO 1050 J-I.N
T=PSI1.A(IJ+1)
IF (I-Nl .LT. 0) THEN
IP2J-IJ+2
T=T+PSI2A(IP2J)
ENDIF
ETA=ALPHA(T+A(IJ))
A(IJ)=A(IJ)-ETA
A(IJ+1)=A(IJ+D-PSI1.ETA
IF (I-Nl .LT. 0) THEN
A (IP2J)=A (IP2J) -PSI2ETA
ENDIF
IJ-IJ+IA
1050 CONTINUE
C CCC COLUMN OPERATION C
IF (I-Nl GE. 0) THEN
K=N
GOTO 1100
ENDIF
K=I+2
1100 IP=IIP-I
DD 1180 J=q,K
JIP=IP+J
101
JI-JIP-IA
T=PSI1*A(JIP)
IF (I-Nl LT. 0) THEN
JIP2-JIP+IA
T=T+PSI2A(JIP2)
ENDIF
ETA=ALPHA.(T+A(JD)
A(JI)=A(JI)-ETA
A(JIP)-A(JIP)-ETAPSI1
IF (I-Nl) 1160.1180,1180
1160 A(JIP2)-A(JIP2)-ETA*PSI2
1180 CONTINUE
IF (I-N2 .LT. 0) THEN
JI=II+3
JIP-JI+IA
JIP2=JIP+IA
ETA=ALPHA*PSI2*A(JIP2)
A(JI)=-ETA
A(JIP)=-ETA*PSI1
A (JIP2) -ACJIP2) -ETA.PSI2
ENDIF
II-IIP+1
1230 CONTINUE
IT=IT+1
GOTO 60
C CCC END OF ITERATION C
1240 IF (DABSCACNN1))-DABSCA(NIN2))) 1300,1280,1280
C CCC 2 EIGENVALUES HAVE BEEN FOUND C
1280 IANA(N)=0
IANA(ND=2
N=N2
NRFND-NRFND+2
IF (NRFND .GE. NR) GOTO 1400
IF (N2) 1400,1400,20
C CCC 1 EIGENVALUE HAS BEEN FOUND C
1300 RR(N)=A(NN)
RI(N)-0.0
IANA(N)-1
NRFND=NRFND+1
IF (NRFND .GE.NR) GOTO 1400
IF (ND 1400,1400,1320
1320 N=N1
GOTO 20
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
1400 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C C CCC SUBROUTINE TO OUTPUT PROGRAM BANNER AND AUTHOR
INFORMATION C C
SUBROUTINE HEAD(U2,U3,U4)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
INTEGER U2,U3,U4,VER,REV,DAY,M0N,YEA
CHARACTER DUM*10
C CCC WRITE OUT PROGRAM BANNER C
WRITE (U2, 110)
WRITE(U2,10)
WRITE (U2,20)
WRITE (U2, 30)
WRITE (U2, 40)
WRITE (U2, 50)
WRITE (U2, 60)
WRITE (U2, 70)
WRITE (U2, 80)
WRITE(U2,90)
WRITE(U2,100)
WRITE(U2,110)
WRITE (U2, 210)
WRITE(U2,220)
WRITE(U2,230)
WRITE0)2,240)
WRITE(U2,250)
WRITE(U2,260)
WRITE (U2, 270)
WRITE(U2,280)
WRITE (U2, 290)
WRITE(U2,300)
WRITE (U2, 110)
WRITE(U2,410)
WRITE (U2, 420)
WRITE (U2,430)
WRITE (U2, 440)
WRITE(U2,450)
WRITE(U2,460)
WRITE(U2,470)
WRITE(U2,480)
WRITE(U2,490)
WRITE(U2,500)
WRITE(U2,110)
WRITE (U2, 610)
WRITE(U2,620)
WRITE(U2,630)
WRITE (U2, 640)
WRITE (U2, 650)
WRITE (U2, 660)
WRITE (U2, 670)
WRITE(U2,680)
WRITE(U2,690)
WRITE (U2, 700)
WRITE (U2, 110)
WRITE (U2, 810)
WRITE(U2,820)
WRITE (U2, 830)
10 FORMAT ( 15X, 'RRRRRR
20 FORMAT ( 15X , ' RRRRRRR
0000
oooooo
30 FORMAT (15X,'RR
40 F0RMAT(15X,'RR
RR 00
RR 00
TTTTTTTT 0000 RRRRRR' )
TTTTTTTT OOOOOO RRRRRRR')
TT 00 00 RR RR')
00
00
00
00
00
10 00
10 00
oooooo
0000
50 F0RMAT(15X, 'RRRRRRR
60 F0RMAT(15X, 'RRRRRR
70 FORMAT (15X,'RR RR
80 FORMAT (15X,'RR RR
90 FORMAT (15X,'RR RR
100 FORMAT (15X,'RR RR
110 FORMAK/)
210 FORMAKISX.'DDDDDD YY
1IIII CCCC SSSS ' )
220 F0RMAK15X, 'DDDDDDD YY
1IIII CCCCCC SSSSSSO
230 FORMAT (15X,'DD DD YY
II CC CC SSO
240 FORMAT (15X,'DD DD YY YY
II CC CC SSO
250 F0RMAK15X,'DD DD YYYY
TT
TT
TT
00 RR RRO
00 RRRRRRR')
00 RRRRRR')
00 RR RRO
00 RR RRO
OOOOOO RR RRO
0000 RR RR')
YY NN NN AAAAAA MM MM IIII
YY NNN NN AA AA MMM MMM I
NNNN NN AA AA MMMMMMMM I
NN NN NN AAAAAAAA MM MM MM I
102
NNNN AA AA MM MM
NN NNN AA AA MM MM
YY YY SS
YY YY SSS
YY YY SS
YY YY SS
YYYY SSS
YY
11 CC SSSSS')
260 FORMAT (15X,'DD DD YY NN NN NN AAAAAAAA MM MM
11 CC SSSSS')
270 F0RMAT(15X,'DD DD YY
H CC CC SS')
280 FORMAT (15X, 'DD DD YY
H CC CC SS')
290 FORMAT (15X, 'DDDDDDD YY NN NN AA AA MM MM IIII
mil cccccc ssssss1)
300 FORMAT (15X, 'DDDDDD YY NN NN AA AA MM MM IIII
1IIII CCCC SSSS')
410 F0RMAT(15X, ' AAAA NN NN AAAA LL
1SS IIIIIIII SSSS')
420 FORMAT (15X, ' AAAAAA NN NN AAAAAA LL
1SSS IIIIIIII SSSSSS')
430 FORMAT (15X, 'AA AA NNN NN AA AA LL
1 II SS ' )
440 FORMAT (15X, 'AA AA NNNN NN AA AA LL
1 II SS')
450 F0RMATC15X, 'AAAAAAAA NN NN NN AAAAAAAA LL
1SS II SSSSS ')
460 F0RMATQ5X, 'AAAAAAAA NN NN NN AAAAAAAA LL
1SSS II SSSSS')
470 F0RMATU5X, 'AA AA NN NNNN AA AA LL
1 SS II SS')
480 FORMAT (15X,'AA AA NN NNN AA AA LL
1 SS II SS')
490 FDRMATC15X, 'AA AA NN NN AA AA LLLLLLLL
1SSS IIIIIIII SSSSSS')
500 F0RMATC15X, JAA AA NN NN AA AA LLLLLLLL YY SS
1SS IIIIIIII SSSS')
610 F0RMAT(15X,'PPPPPP RRRRRR 0000 GGGGG RRRRRR AA
1AA MM MM')
620 F0RMATC15X, 'PPPPPPP RRRRRRR OOOOOO GGGGGGG RRRRRRR AAA
1AAA MM MM')
630 F0RMAT(15X,'PP PP RR RR 00 00 GG RR RR AA
1 AA MMM MMM')
640 F0RMATC15X, 'PP PP RR RR 00 00 GG RR RR AA
1 AA MMMMMMMM')
650 F0RMAT(15X, 'PPPPPPP RRRRRRR 00 00 GG GGGG RRRRRRR AAAA
1AAAA MM MM MM')
660 FORMAT (15X , 'PPPPPP RRRRRR 00 DO GG GGGG RRRRRR AAAA
1AAAA MM MM') .
RR RR 00 00 GG GG RR RR AA
SSS
RR RR 00 00 GG GG RR RR . AA
RR RR OOOOOO GGGGGG RR RR AA
RR RR 0000 GGGG RR RR AA
670 FORMAT (15X,'PP
1 AA MM MM')
680 FORMAT (15X,'PP
1 AA MM MM')
690 F0RMAT(15X,'PP
1 AA MM MM')
700 F0RMAT(15X,'PP
1 AA MM MM')
810 F0RMATC10X, 'DEVELOPED BY ROLLS-ROYCE CORPORATION, INDIANAPOLIS, IN
1 46206, USA. '
1,/)
820 F0RMAT(iOX,'AUTH0R: S L EDNEY',/)
830 FORMAT (10X, 'MODIFIED FOR TORSIONAL ANALYSIS: L M PARSLOW',/)
C CCC READ CURRENT VERSION AND REVISION NUMBER; DAY, MONTH AND
YEAR C
CALL INITFF(U4,U3)
CALL READLN
CALL READLN
CALL AHEAD (DUM, 1,3)
CALL IREAD(VER,0, ICHECK)
CALL AREAD(DUM,1,3)
CALL IREAD (REV, 0,1CHECK)
CALL AREAD(DUM,1,3)
CALL IREAD (DAY, 0, ICHECK)
CALL AREAD(DUM,1,3)
CALL IREAD (MON, 0, ICHECK)
CALL AREAD(DUM,1,3)
CALL IREAD (YEA, 0, ICHECK)
C CCC EUROPEAN /AMERICAN DATE FORMAT C C
VER , REV , DAY , MON , YEA C
WRITE (U2, 840) VER,REV, MON,DAY, YEA
WRITE (U2, 840)
840 FORMAT(/,10X, 'VERSION
112,'/',12,'/', 14)
C CCC RETURN FROM SUBPROGRAM C
RETURN
END
END OF PROGRAM
12, REVISION: ',12,'
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C.l.l Input File for Uniform Free-Free Shaft Example: 5 Elements
EXAMPLE: FREE-FREE UNIFORM BEAM
IMPERIAL
ELEMENTS
5
GEOM
T 20 10 10
T 20 10 10
T 20 10 10
T 20 10 10
T 20 10 10
END
END
MAT 1
29.5E6 0.283 0.32 1 1 20
END
STOP
FREE 0 4 0
1.0 1.0
1.0
C.1.2 Input File for Tapered Fixed-Free Shaft Example: 5 Elements
EXAMPLE 1: FREE-FIXED TAPERED SHAFT
IMPERIAL
ELEMENTS
5
104
GEOM
T 4 4.0 5.6
T 4 5.6 7.2
T 4 7.2 8.8
T 4 8.8 10.4
T 4 10.4 12.0
END
END
COUPLING 1
0 6 10E12
END
MAT 1
29.5E6 0.283 0.32 1 1 100
END
STOP
FREE 0 4 0
1.0 1.0
1.0
C.l.3 Boedo's Closed Form Solution
The following has been provided by Boedo [7] in support of the finite element results discussed in
Chapter 2.
An exact analytical solution for the torsional natural frequencies of a solid linearly tapered
shaft was first derived by Conway [11] for the case with one end fixed and the other free. However,
comparison of the natural frequencies obtained using the various finite element formulations in
Chapter 2 strongly indicate that Conway's solution is incorrect. This appendix reviews the problem
formulation and provides a correction to Conway's work. Also provided (apparently for the first
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time) are closed-form frequency equations for the case of both ends free and for the case of both
ends fixed.
Following Conway [11], Figure Al shows a linearly tapered solid shaft of length L with cross-
sectional radii r and R at x = 0 and x = L, respectively. The differential equation governing the
torsion of the shaft is given by
where p, G, -ip, and J are material density, shear modulus, angle of twist, and polar moment of
inertia, respectively. The shear modulus, G, is assumed constant, while the polar moment of inertia,
J, varies with shaft length according to
j = GD (r + (c-2)
with slope m _
(R-r)
Substituting Equation C.2 into C.l and simplifying gives
d2ip I 4m \ d_ _ p_d^_ , >
dx2 V (r +mi) / <9x G dt2
Setting = f gives
<92'0 / 4m \ 3?/- _ /V-k2\ 32(/'
92 ^^r+m^)) dli \G J dt2
Assuming ip (, t) = tp0 (0 cos cut and defining
p2
= ^J^ gives
d2 ^iN( +me); 3
Next, define
m
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(C.4)
a2^0
+
4m d^ +pVo = 0 (C5)
^ = p('i!<N) (C.6)
whereupon substitution into equation C.5 gives
d2ip0 /4\ <9^
do2
+ (S)$+* = 0 (C.7)
Using Equation 9.1.52 from [5], the general solution to Equation C.7 is given by
rt (8) =H [AJa (9) + BJ_3_ (8)] (C.8)
in terms of Bessel functions J^ (0) , J_^ (0). Using Equations 10.1.11 and 10.1.12 from [5], Equation
C.8 can be represented as standard trigonometric functions, resulting in
t,a=A^-^yB^-j^ (C.9)
Except for a small change in notation, Equations C.l through C.9 are those exactly derived
by Conway and are provided here for completeness.
C.l.3.1 Fixed-Free Case
At x = L, = 1, 0 p (
^LJn' ) = p (r~^)- the end is assumed fixed, so that ip0 0. At x = 0,
= 0, 0 = P\~~) = p{-Rrr^), the end is assumed free, so that ^ = 0. Substituting these
boundary conditions into Equation C.9 (and its derivative) and setting the determinant to zero
gives the frequency equation
(tanp) (R-r 1 \
r> Q j_ P2r(3R-r)
For this case, Conway [11] derived the following frequency equation
(C.10)
Rp2r2
(tanp)
_ [ jR^y? | ,c n.
3 + (R-r)
Comparison of natural frequencies using the Boedo revised solution C.10 and the original
Conway solution C.ll with the finite element results in Chapter 2 strongly suggest that the Conway
solution is incorrect and the Boedo revised solution is correct.
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C.l.3.2 Free-Free Case
At x = L, = 1, 8 = p (&Pty = P (i^) , the end is assumed free, so that ^ = 0. At x = 0,
= 0, 8 = p(^tl) = p (), the end is also assumed free, so that ^ = 0. Substituting these
boundary conditions into the derivative of equation C.9 and setting the determinant to zero gives
the frequency equation
(tanp) 9 + $%
9+ (j? (fS-3(2-3i?r + r2(R-rY) \(R-r)
(C.12)
C.l.3.3 Fixed-Fixed Case
(_t_Y\ _ . I :At x = L, = 1, 8 = p ( um ' ) = p (-f[zz)- the end is assumed fixed, so that ip0 = 0. At x = 0,
= 0, 0 = p I -^ ) = p (RJ^): the end is also assumed fixed, so that ipo = 0. Substituting these
boundary conditions into Equation C.9 and setting the determinant to zero gives the frequency
equation
^ Wt (C13)
P 1 TT
Frequency equations C.12 and C.13 are apparently new to the literature, and natural fre
quencies computed using these equations agree well with those calculated using the various finite
element techniques of Chapter 2.
C.l.4 Input File for Forced Response Example: Comparison to Pub
lished Example
EXAMPLE: Romac (Thomson 12-18)
IMPERIAL
108
ELEMENTS 2
1
GEOM
U 40.0 1.5
END
END
1
GEOM
U 30.0 2.0
END
END
DISC 4
1 3864.0 31.2 -80.0 1.0
2 772.8 0.0 0.0 1.0
3 2318.4 0.0 0.0 0.5
4 9273.6 8.4 155.0 0.5
END
COUPLING 1
2 3 100E10
END
DAMPING 2
1 2 16
0 4 2.5
END
MAT 1
31.68E6 0.283 0.32 1 1 2
END
STOP
FORC 1250.0 10. 2680. 0.0 2
1.0 0.5
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C.l.5 Input File for Forced Response Example: Comparison to Closed
Form Solution
EXAMPLE: MACHINERY VIBRATION SEMINAR
IMPERIAL
ELEMENTS 1
1-
GEOM
U 50.0 2.0
END
END
DISC 2
1 6955200 90.0 0.0 1.0
2 888720 0.0 0.0 1.0
END
DAMPING 1
1 2 9.1
END
MAT 1
30E6 0.00000000000000001 0.3 1 1 2
END
STOP
FORC 1. 1. 200.0 0.0 2
1.0
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C.2 Composite Program M-Files in Matlab
C.2.1 Main M-File, "compositeprogram.m"
71/ Lindsay Parslow
'111 MS Thesis: Composite Program
/X/o Hollow Tapered Composit Shaft :
'111 Fixed-Free Boundary Conditions, Larger Diamater at Left End
Of Of Of Of0/ 0/Of 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ Of 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ Of 0/ 0/ 0 / 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / Of 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ Of 0 / 0/ 0/ Of 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/
/o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o fo /o /o /o /o fo /o /o /o /o fo /o /o /o /o fo /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o fo /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /O 10 10 10
clear all
0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / 0/ 0 / 07 01 0 / 0 / 0 / 0j 0/ 0/ 0/ 01 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / 0/ 0 / 0 / 0/ 01 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 01 0/ Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Offo lo fo Io to fo lo fo fo fo fo /o fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fa fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo
'11'/, INPUT ALL CONDITIONS IN THIS SECTION IN CONSISTENT UNITS
Ne=24; 7Number of Elements
theta = [60*(pi/180) ; 60* (-pi/180)] ;%For each layer, enter fiber angle in radians
t=0.005; 7oThickness of each layer
Rol=3; 7oOuter Left Radius
Roright=2.9; '/.Outer Right Radius
L=3; '/.Length of Shaft
dens=0. 0001449; '/.Density
El=19.2e6; '/.Young's Modulus
E2=1.56e6; '/.Young's Modulus
E3=1.56e6; '/Young's Modulus
nul2=0.24; '/.Poisson's Ratio
G12=0.82e6; %Shear Modulus
G23=0.49e6; '/Shear Modulus
G13=0.82e6; '/.Shear Modulus
7.7o%7.7.nno/o7.7o7.7.7o7:/o7c7.7.7.7:/.0/.7.7.7.7.7o7o7./
R0=Rol;
7.n7.7.7o7.7onn7.7.n7.n7.7o7:/.7o7.7.n
111
ll Use this section if you would like to compare results to ANYSYS .
'Ill ANSYS generated points
ANSYSalpha= [0.038197181; 4.763641691; 9.462322208; 14.93141718;
18 . 43494882 ; 25 . 01689348] ;
ANSYSaxial= [24121; 24210; 24157; 23930;
23687; 23266] ;
ANSYStors= [13804; 14485; 15135; 15880; 16380; 17401];
I'll Start of Program
cc=0;
for r=2. 79: 0.05: 2. 99 '/.The step size of 0.05 can be changed, if desired
cc=cc+l ;
Ror=r ;
beta=(Rol-Ror)/L;
alpha=atan(beta) ;
alphavec (cc , l)=alpha*180/pi
1=L/Ne;
nu21=nul2*E2/El;
Nn=l+Ne;
globM=zeros(2*Nn, 2*Nn) ;
globK=zeros(2*Nn, 2*Nn) ;
for i=l:Ne
R0=Rol ;
R0=R0*(l-beta/R0*(i-D*L/Ne) ;
Rl=R0-t ;
R2=R0-2*t ;
localmatrices
elemM=M;
'/Left outer radius for each element
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elemK=K;
for k=l:4
for n=l:4
globM(2*(i-l)+k, 2*(i-l)+n) = globM(2*(i-l)+k, 2*(i-l)+n) + elemM(k,n) ;
globK(2*(i-l)+k, 2*(i-l)+n) = globK(2*(i-l)+k, 2*(i-l)+n) + elemK(k,n);
end
end
end globM; globK;
'111 BC for left end fixed, right end free
globM=globM (3 : 2*Nn , 3 : 2*Nn) ; globK=globK (3 : 2*Nn , 3 : 2*Nn) ;
A=inv (globM) *globK; [modeshape,nat_freq_sq] = eig(A) ; modeshape;
nat_freq_hz=sqrt (nat_freq_sq) / (2*pi) ;
7. Move eigvals from diag's to column vectors (2*Nn-2 rows x alpha range
7. number)
for c=l:2*Nn-2
wn_hz(c,cc)=nat_freq_hz(c,c) ;
end wn_hz(:,cc); B=sort(wn_hz(: ,cc)) ;
axial_modes=zeros (Nn-1 , 2*Nn-2) ; tors_modes=zeros (Nn-1 , 2*Nn-2) ;
for m=l:2*Nn-2
for p=l:Nn-l
axial_modes (p ,m) =modeshape (2*p-l ,m) ;
tors_modes (p ,m) =modeshape (2*p ,m) ;
end end axial_modes; tors_modes;
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'/ disp( '
/.Transforming torsional natural frequencies into col vector, rows=# alpha
'/.variations
tors_wn(cc,l)=min(wn_hz(: ,cc)) ; end C=sort (wn_hz) alphavec
figure(l) plot(alphavec(:,l), C(l,:) , 'ro', ANSYSalpha( : ,1) ,
ANSYStors(: ,l),'kx') xlabel ( 'Taper Angle, Alpha, degrees')
ylabel ('Fundamental Torsional Natural Freq, Hz') legend ( 'Matlab' ,
'ANSYS') title ('L=3 inches, Theta=+/- 30 degrees, 24 Elements,
Comparison: Matlab vs. ANSYS')
figure(2) plot (alphavec( : , 1) , C(3,:), 'bo', ANSYSalpha( : , 1) ,
ANSYSaxiaK: ,l),'kx') xlabel ('Taper Angle, Alpha, degrees')
ylabel ('Fundamental Axial Natural Freq, Hz') legend( 'Matlab',
'ANSYS') title('L=3 inches, Theta=+/- 30 degrees, 24 Elements,
Comparison: Matlab vs. ANSYS')
C.2.2 Local Matrices M-File, "localmatrices.m"
/././. Defining Matrix C
delta = 1 - nul2*nu21;
Cll = El/delta;
C12 = nul2*(E2/delta);
C13 = 0;
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C14 = 0;
C15 = 0;
C16 = 0;
C21 = C12;
C22 = E2/delta;
C33 = E3/delta;
C44 = G23;
C55 = G13;
C66 = G12;
0/ 0/ 0/ 0jOf 01 0/ 0/ 0 I 01 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 01 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / 0/ 07 0/ 0 1 0/ 0 / 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / 0 / 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / 0 / 0/ 0 / 0/ 0/ 0 / 0 / 0/ 0 / 0 / 0 / 0 / 0 J/. /o /. /. to lo lo /o /o /o /o /. /. /. /o /o /o /. /o /. /. /o /o /. /o /o /o /o /o /o /o /o to to to to to to to to to /o /o /o /o /o /o to to to to to to to to to to to to to
//o/o Set initial stiffness and mass matrices to zero
Kll = 0; K13 = 0; K12 = 0; K14 = 0; K33 = 0; K23 = 0;
K34 = 0; K22 = 0; K24 = 0; K44 = 0;
Mil = 0; M13 = 0; M12 = 0; M14 = 0; M33 = 0; M23 = 0;
M34 = 0; M22 = 0; M24 = 0; M44 = 0;
0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 01 01 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / 0/ 0/ 0/ 0 / 0/ 0 / 0/ 0 / 0/ 0 /
/oA /oA /oAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAto to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to
for j=l: length (theta)
%%% Defining Matrix QBar
Rtheta = [1,0,0,0,0,0; 0,1,0,0,0,0; 0,0,1,0,0,0; 0,0,0,1,0,0;
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0,0,0,0,1,0; 0,0,0,0,0,2] ;
invRtheta = inv(Rtheta); u = cos(theta(j , 1)) ; v
sin(theta(j,l)); Ttheta = [u~2,v~2,0,0,0,2*v*u;
v~2,u~2,0,0,0,-2*v*u; . . .
0,0,1,0,0,0; 0,0,0,u,-v,0; 0,0,0,v,u,0; . . .
-v*u,v*u,0,0,0,u~2-v~2] ;
trans = Rtheta*Ttheta*invRtheta; Q = [C11,C12,0,0,0,0;
C12,C22,0,0,0,0; 0,0, C33,0,0,0;...
0,0,0,C44,0,0; 0,0,0,0,C55,0; 0,0,0,0,0,C66] ;
invTtheta = inv (Ttheta); Qbar = invTtheta*Q*trans;
n'/o'/oU'/o'lo'loTm'lo'/o'm^^^
'/o'lo'/o Defining Matrix QHat
R = [1,0,0,0,0,0; 0,1,0,0,0,0; 0,0,1,0,0,0; 0,0,0,1,0,0;...
0,0,0,0,2,0; 0,0,0,0,0,1];
invR = inv(R); m = cos (alpha); n = sin(alpha); T
[m~2,0,n-2,0,2*n*m,0; 0,1,0,0,0,0; n~2,0,m~2,0,-2*n*m,0; ...
0,0,0,m,0,-n; -n*m,0,n*m,0,m~2-n~2,0; 0,0,0,n,0,m] ;
trans2 = R*T*invR; invT = inv(T) ; Qhat
invT*Qbar*trans2 ;
0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ Of 01 Of Of 01 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ Of 0/ 0/ Of 0/ 0/ Of 0/ 0/Of Of Of 0/Of Of Of Of 0/Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Offo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fo fa fo fo fo fo fo fo fo
0/0101
lo fo lo Defining Matrix QDoubleBar (Q Hat)
QDBll(j,l) = (l/(Qhat(2,3)~2 -
qhat(2,2)*Qhat(3,3)))*(Qhat(l,3)~2*. . .
Qhat (2, 2) - 2*Qhat(l,2)*Qhat(l,3)*Qhat(2,3) + Qhat(l,l)*Qhat(2,3)"2.
+ Qhat (1,2) ~2*Qhat (3 , 3) -Qhat (1 , 1) *Qhat (2,2) *Qhat (3,3));
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QDB12(j,l) = (l/(Qhat(2,3)~2 -
Qhat(2,2)*Qhat(3,3)))*(Qhat(l,6)*...
Qhat(2,3)-2 -Qhat(l,3)*Qhat(2,3)*Qhat(2,6) - Qhat(l,6)*Qhat (2,2)* . .
Qhat(3,3) + Qhat(l,2)*Qhat(2,6)*Qhat(3,3)+Qhat(l,3)*Qhat(2,2)*. . .
Qhat (3, 6) - Qhat(l,2)*Qhat(2,3)*Qhat(3,6)) ;
QDB21(j,l) = QDB12(j,l);
QDB22(j,l) = (l/(Qhat(2,3)~2 -
Qhat(2,2)*Qhat(3,3)))*(Qhat(2,6)~2*. . .
Qhat(3,3) - 2*Qhat(2,3)*Qhat(2,6)*Qhat(3,6) + Qhat(2,2)*. . .
Qhat(3,6)~2 + Qhat(2,3)~2*Qhat(6,6)-Qhat(2,2)*Qhat(3,3)*Qhat(6,6)) ;
end
7o7o/ Forming Stiffness and Mass Matrices by defining each element
Kll = (pi*QDBll(2,l)*R0~2)/l + (pi*QDBll(l,l)*Rl~2)/l - ...
(pi*QDBll(2,l)*Rl-2)/l - (pi*QDBll(l,l)*R2-2)/l -...
pi*QDBll(2,l)*R0*beta - pi*QDBll(l, l)*Rl*beta + pi*QDBll(2,l) . . .
*Rl*beta + pi*QDBll (1 , l)*R2*beta;
K12 = -((pi*QDBll(2,l)*R0"2)/l) - (pi*QDBll(l,l)*Rl"2)/l + ...
(pi*QDBll(2,l)*Rl"2)/l + (pi*QDBll(l, 1)*R2"2)/1 + ...
pi*QDBll(2,l)*R0*beta + pi*QDBll(l, l)*Rl*beta
- pi*QDBll(2, 1) . . .
*Rl*beta - pi*QDBll (1 , l)*R2*beta;
K13 = (2*pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0~3)/(3*l) + (2*pi*QDB12(l,l)*Rl"3)/(3*l)
- (2*pi*QDB12(2,l)*Rl"3)/(3*l) - (2*pi*QDB12(l,l)*R2~3)/(3*l)
-
...
pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0-2*beta
- pi*QDB12(l,l)*Rl"2*beta + pi*QDB12(2, 1)* .
Rl~2*beta + pi*QDB12(l , l)*R2"2*beta + (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(2,D*. . .
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R0*beta~2 + (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(l,l)*Rl*beta~2 - (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(2, 1) . . .
*Rl*beta"2 - (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(l, l)*R2*beta~2;
K14 = -((2*pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0-3)/(3*D) -
(2*pi*QDB12(l,l)*Rl~3)/(3*l) ...
+ (2*pi*QDB12(2,l)*Rl"3)/(3*l) + (2*pi*QDB12(l, 1)*R2~3)/(3*1) + ...
pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0~2*beta + pi*QDB12(l,l)*Rl~2*beta - pi*QDB12(2, 1)* . . .
Rl~2*beta - pi*QDB12(l , l)*R2"2*beta - (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(2, l)*R0*beta~2 ...
- (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(l,l)*Rl*beta~2 + (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(2, l)*Rl*beta~2 +...
(2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(l,l)*R2*beta~2;
Mil =(l/6)*l*pi*(R0 - R2)*(2*R0 + 2*R2 - l*beta)*dens;
M12 = (l/6)*l*pi*(R0 - R2)*(R0 + R2 - l*beta) *dens ;
K21 = K12;
K22 = (pi*QDBll(2,l)*R0~2)/l + (pi*QDBll (1,1)*R1~2)/1 -
(pi*QDBll(2,D*. . .
Rl~2)/1 - (pi*QDBll(l,l)*R2-2)/l -pi*QDBll(2, l)*R0*beta
- pi*QDBll (1 , 1)* .
Rl*beta + pi*QDBll(2,l)*Rl*beta + pi*QDBll(l ,l)*R2*beta;
K23 = -((2*pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0"3)/(3*l))
-
(2*pi*QDB12(l,l)*Rl~3)/(3*l) . . .
+ (2*pi*QDB12(2,l)*Rl~3)/(3*l) +(2*pi*QDB12(l , l)*R2-3)/(3*l) + ...
pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0~2*beta + pi*QDB12(l ,l)*Rl"2*beta
- pi*QDB12(2,l) . . .
*Rl"2*beta - pi*QDB12(l , l)*R2-2*beta
- (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(2, l)*R0*beta~2 .
- (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(l,l)*Rl*beta-2 + (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(2, l)*Rl*beta~2 + ..
(2/3) *l*pi*QDB12 (1 , 1) *R2*beta~2 ;
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K24 = (2*pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0~3)/(3*l) + (2*pi*QDB12(l ,1)*R1~3)/(3*1)
(2*pi*QDB12(2,l)*Rl-3)/(3*l) - (2*pi*QDB12(l , 1)*R2~3)/(3*1) -..
pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0~2*beta - pi*QDB12(l , l)*Rl~2*beta + ...
pi*QDB12(2,l)*Rl~2*beta + pi*QDB12(l , l)*R2~2*beta + ...
(2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(2,l)*R0*beta~2 + (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(l , 1) . . .
*Rl*beta~2 - (2/3)*l*pi*QDB12(2, l)*Rl*beta~2 - ...
(2/3) *l*pi*QDB12 (1 , 1) *R2*beta~2 ;
M21 = M12;
M22 = (l/6)*l*pi*(R0 - R2)*(2*R0 + 2*R2 - 3*l*beta)*dens;
K31 = K13;
K32 = K23;
K33 = (pi*(QDB22(2,l)*(R0~5 - Rl~5 + (Rl - l*beta)~5 + ...
(-R0 + l*beta)"5) + QDB22(1, 1)*(R1~5 - R2~5 +. . .
(R2 - l*beta)"5 + (-R1 + l*beta) ~5) ))/ (10*l"2*beta) ;
K34 = -((pi*(QDB22(2,l)*(R0"5 - Rl"5 + (Rl - l*beta)~5 +. . .
(-R0 + l*beta)~5) + QDB22(1, 1)*(R1"5 - R2~5 + ...
(R2 - l*beta)"5 + (-R1 + l*beta) ~5) ))/ (10*l~2*beta) ) ;
M33 = (l/6)*l*pi*R0~4*dens - (l/6)*l*pi*R2~4*dens - ...
(l/6)*l"2*pi*R0"3*beta*dens + (l/6)*l'2*pi*R2'3*beta*dens + ...
(l/10)*l"3*pi*R0"2*beta"2*dens - (l/10)*l~3*pi*R2~2*beta~2*dens
(l/30)*l"4*pi*R0*beta~3*dens + (l/30)*l~4*pi*R2*beta"3*dens;
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M34 = (l/12)*l*pi*R0~4*dens - (l/12)*l*pi*R2~4*dens -...
(l/6)*l~2*pi*R0~3*beta*dens + (l/6)*l~2*pi*R2~3*beta*dens + ...
(3/20)*l~3*pi*R0~2*beta~2*dens - (3/20)*l~3*pi*R2~2*beta~2*dens
~ (l/15)*l~4*pi*R0*beta~3*dens + (l/15)*l~4*pi*R2*beta~3*dens;
K41 = K14;
K42 = K24;
K43 = K34;
K44 = (pi*(QDB22(2,l)*(R0~5 - Rl~5 + (Rl - l*beta)~5 + ...
(-R0 + l*beta)~5) + QDB22(1 , 1)*(R1~5 - R2~5 + (R2 - l*beta)"5 +
(-R1 + l*beta)~5)))/ (10*l~2*beta) ;
M43 = M34;
M44 = (l/6)*l*pi*R0~4*dens - (l/6)*l*pi*R2~4*dens -...
(l/2)*l~2*pi*R0~3*beta*dens + (l/2)*l~2*pi*R2~3*beta*dens + ...
(3/5)*l~3*pi*R0~2*beta~2*dens - (3/5)*l~3*pi*R2~2*beta~2*dens -.
(l/3)*l~4*pi*R0*beta~3*dens + (l/3)*l~4*pi*R2*beta~3*dens;
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VII Arrange Stiffness Matrix into proper form, Ul.Thetal, U2, Theta2, etc.
K = [Kll, K13, K12, K14; . . .
K13, K33, K23, K34; . . .
K12, K23, K22, K24; . . .
K14, K34, K24, K44] ;
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"/oVIo Assemble Mass Matrix
M = [Mil, 0, M12, 0; . . .
0, M33, 0, M34; . . .
M21, 0, M22, 0; ...
0 , M43 , 0 , M44] ;
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